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This study examines gender differences on the American Mathematics Competition
AMC 8 contest between 2003 and 2007 by comparing the performances of male and
female United States eighth grade students after controlling for ability. During these
years 183,857 males and 178,857 females participated in the contest. Research on
gender differences frequently measures impact which is a difference in performance
between two groups that can often be explained by different ability distributions.
In contrast, differential item functioning (DIF) is a difference in performance after
controlling for ability. Three types of analyses were performed to compare the perfor-
mances. First, statistical analyses identified items with impact, DIF, and uniform or
nonuniform DIF. Differences in proportion correct were used to identify impact and
type of DIF while the Mantel-Haenszel procedure was used to identify items with gen-
der DIF. Second, substantive analyses placed the items into multiple categories based
on NCTM, Gierl, and Harnisch’s classifications of mathematics problems. Third, sub-
test analyses used these categories to look for gender differences in terms of impact
and DIF on subsets of the contest. While a majority of the items favored males in
terms of impact, after controlling for ability, few items demonstrated gender DIF.
None of the hypotheses of differing abilities in males and females suggested by earlier
studies were supported by the subtest analyses.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Statement of the problem
The International Mathematics Olympiad (IMO), begun in 1959, is an international
mathematics competition for high school students which takes place each year in
a different country. Although the United States began participating in 1974, the
team first had a female member in 1998, and since then no more than one out of
the six team members has been female (AMC Director, personal communication,
May 30, 2008). The gender disparity is very prominent at this level, yet an IMO
team member’s journey to this competition typically begins with participation in
the American Mathematics Competition AMC 8 contest, and, as will be shown, the
gender ratio is very different at that level.
This gender disparity, especially at advanced levels of mathematics is one reason
why the mathematics education community has been interested in gender differences
in mathematics performance. Many studies, especially in the last 30 years, have been
conducted looking for gender differences on mathematics achievement tests such as
the Scholastic Aptitude Test. While some have found gender differences, the type and
2magnitude of the differences vary. Many of these studies have measured either overall
performance on the entire test or performance on a portion of the test based on the
content of the items. Other studies have done analyses on individual items looking
for differences in performance when comparing students of equal ability. Despite the
multitude of studies that have been done, little research has been conducted looking
for gender differences in mathematics competitions such as the American Mathematics
Competition contests. This study will examine gender differences in performance on
the American Mathematics Competition AMC 8 contest.1
Through conducting studies on gender differences in mathematics, researchers can
gain knowledge about how to help both males and females be successful in mathe-
matics. Identifying differences in how males and females answer questions on math-
ematics tests can aid in developing teaching methods to improve performance on
these tests, encourage interest in studying mathematics, and enhance future suc-
cess in mathematics. In the United States a significant emphasis is currently placed
on preparing students to be successful in science and mathematics since “U.S. in-
dustry faces a dire need for employees with the advanced math ability required to
conduct the leading edge research and design required to remain globally competiti-
tive” (www.mathcounts.org). Both males and females should have the opportunity
to develop the skills needed to be successful in mathematics.
One method of preparing students to be successful in mathematics is to get them
excited about the subject through participation in mathematics competitions such as
the AMC 8 contest. In fact, the American Mathematics Competition “is dedicated
to the goal of strengthening the mathematical capabilities of our nation’s youth” and
they “believe that one way to meet this goal is to identify, recognize and reward ex-
1In the remainder of this document, the American Mathematics Competition AMC 8 contest
will be referred to as the AMC 8 or the AMC 8 contest.
3cellence in mathematics through a series of national contests” (www.unl.edu/amc/).
The contests include the AMC 8, AMC 10, AMC 12, American Invitational Math-
ematics Exam (AIME), and the United States of America Mathematical Olympiad
(USAMO). Students who perform well may proceed to the Mathematics Olympiad
Summer Program (MOSP) and possibly become a member of the United States team
for the International Mathematics Olympiad (IMO).
The AMC 8 is just the beginning of a journey which can take a student to the IMO.
Knowledge gained through research at the beginning of a process can lead to influences
at the end; that is, knowledge gained about gender differences in performance on the
AMC 8 could be used to develop methods to help both males and females to be
successful on any of the American Mathematics Competition contests.
This study will address the deficiency in research studies on gender differences in
mathematics competitions, such as the AMC 8 contest. The American Mathematics
Competition (www.unl.edu/amc/) website provides some general descriptive statistics
by gender such as number of students participating, mean score, and number of
students who received a particular score, yet in-depth data analyses have not been
done looking for gender differences on the AMC 8 contest. In particular, differential
item functioning analysis techniques, such as the Mantel-Haenszel procedure, have
not been applied to the contest items. Neither have subtest analyses been performed
looking at gender differences on groups of items based on their content.
The results from these analyses would be beneficial to both the American Mathe-
matics Competitions AMC 8 Committee, which helps write the items for the contest,
and middle school teachers and parents, who help students prepare to participate in
the American Mathematics Competitions. The Committee benefits by having data
analyses that show trends in performance by the United States eighth grade students
and reinforce the committee’s ability to select items that primarily do not demonstrate
4gender differences. The people who help the students prepare for the AMC 8 contest
can see the types of item, based on content, that tend to appear on AMC 8 contest,
and the areas where students tend to struggle, and they can use this information to
guide their preparations.
1.2 Purpose statement
The purpose of this study is to identify gender differences on the American Mathe-
matics Competition AMC 8 contest from 2003 to 2007 by comparing the performances
of male and female United States eighth grade students after controlling for ability.
1.3 Research questions or hypotheses
The purpose of this research can be refined by a series of research questions. Differ-
ential item functioning (DIF) will be defined in the next section.
• How do the performances of males and females differ on individual items based
on impact, type of DIF, and DIF?
• How do the performances of males and females differ based on the content or
cognitive skills associated with the items?
• What patterns are found among items which demonstrate gender DIF?
The differences in performance will compared by considering individual items on the
contest and items grouped according to particular classifications, such as content, to
be described later in the Methods chapter. The classifications will also be used to
describe patterns among items with gender DIF.
5Using results from previous studies on gender DIF in mathematics (Gierl et al.,
2003; Ryan and Chiu, 2001; Linn and Hyde, 1989; Hyde et al., 1990), hypotheses
can be formed based on whether it is expected that males or females will be more
likely to answer correctly items which include specific mathematical content or require
particular cognitive skills. Table 1.1 indicates which gender is hypothesized to be more
likely to answer items correctly.
Table 1.1: Research hypotheses based on content and cognitive skills
Males Females
Geometry Algebra
Multiple solution paths, shortcuts Routine solutions
Spatial Memorization
Figures, graphs, and tables Significant verbal content
These hypotheses will be evaluated by using both qualitative and statistical analyses
with items which have been identified as containing each type of content or requiring
each type of cognitive skill.
1.4 Definition of Terms
Every November the American Mathematics Competition AMC 8 contest is admin-
istered to middle school students throughout the United States and approximately
twenty other countries. The AMC 8 contest is open to students in eighth grade
or younger. It consists of twenty-five multiple choice questions, each with only one
possible answer, which “can be solved using material normally associated with the
mathematics curriculum for students in eighth grade or below” (AMC 8 Solutions
Pamphlet). The students have 40 minutes to answer the questions, and they are al-
lowed scratch paper, graph paper, rulers, erasers, and calculators which are acceptable
6to use when taking the SAT, although no problem requires the use of a calculator
(AMC 8 Instructions). Some items are included in Appendix E. Note that begin-
ning in 2008, students are no longer allowed the use of a calculator (AMC Director,
personal communication, January 5, 2009).
The AMC 8 data will be analyzed to examine differential item function (DIF), yet
it is important to make two clarifications with DIF. The first clarification is between
impact and DIF. These analyses involve identifying two groups of interest: the focal
group is the focus of analysis and the reference group is a basis for comparison for
the focal group. Impact is the difference in performance between two groups, and it
can often be explained by different ability distributions between the two groups. For
example, more members of the focal group may answer an item correctly as compared
to the reference group, but this may be due to the fact that the members of the focal
group have had more experience solving that type of problem; that is, they have higher
ability compared to the reference group. This difference in performance between two
groups is impact.
On the other hand, DIF is differences in item functioning after two groups have
been matched with respect to some attribute, such as ability; in particular, DIF is
an unexpected difference in performance between groups which are supposed to be
the same according to the given attribute (Dorans and Holland, 1993). For example,
if two groups have been matched with respect to ability, yet the focal group has a
higher performance on the problem, then the item demonstrates DIF. In this study,
the focal group is females and the reference group is males, and the attribute which
will be used to match the groups is ability, as measured by the total score on the
AMC 8. Dorans and Holland (1993) use Simpson’s Paradox (Simpson, 1951) to show
why “we should compare the comparable, as is done in DIF analysis;” an example
illustrating Simpson’s Paradox is included in Appendix A.
7The second clarification comes from the fact that DIF can further be divided
into two types: uniform DIF and nonuniform DIF. Uniform DIF occurs when there
is no relationship between group membership and the matching attribute; that is,
the probability of answering an item correctly is greater for one group than the
other uniformly over all levels of the matching attribute. In this research, this would
mean that one gender would have a larger proportion correct than the other at all
ability levels. Nonuniform DIF occurs when there is a relationship between group
membership and the matching attribute. For example, the probability of answering
an item correctly is greater for females as compared to males for some ability levels
while the opposite is true for other ability levels.
The Mantel-Haenszel procedure (Holland and Thayer, 1988) is one method of iden-
tifying items which demonstrate uniform DIF. In this study the procedure is used to
identify items for which there is an association between gender and answering an item
correctly, after controlling for ability. The procedure gives a direction and magnitude
of the gender difference and has an associated test of significance. More description,
including advantages and disadvantages of using this procedure are described in the
Methods chapter, and the details of using the procedure are included in Appendix B.
8Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Review of the previous literature
2.1.1 Impact
Many studies have been done to explore gender differences in mathematics related
to certain content areas. To be aligned with the research hypotheses, this review
will focus on gender differences in geometry, spatial reasoning, computation, algebra,
and measurement. Before reviewing studies in these areas, a brief description of the
meta-analysis method will be provided.
Meta-analysis is a statistical process which allows results from different studies to
be combined or compared. As described by Hyde (1990), the first step is to find studies
which report data on a particular research question. The second step is to compute an
effect size, d, for each study. For research on gender differences, d = (xM − xF )/σ/s
where xM is the mean male score, xF is the mean female score, and s is the within-




F )/2 where σM , σF are the
variances for males and females, respectively. The value of d indicates the distance
9between the male and female means in terms of standard deviation units. Note that
negative values indicate gender differences in favor of females. The third step is to
average the d values from all of the studies.
After determining the values of d, they need to be interpreted. One method of
interpretation, offered by Jacob Cohen, is that an absolute value of 0.20 is small,
a value of 0.50 is medium, and a value of 0.80 is large, although these values are
somewhat arbitrary (Cohen, 1969, cited in Hyde, 1990). A second alternative is to
compare the effect sizes to ones that have been obtained in other studies in a similar
field (e.g. mathematics) or a different field (e.g. psychology). Another interpretation
is described in the section on the Gender Similarities Hypothesis
Friedman (1989) performed a meta-analysis on studies published between 1974 and
1987 which examined gender differences in mathematical tasks. When computing
effect sizes, she subtracted the male mean from the female mean, so that positive
values reflect gender differences which favor females. The 98 studies involved students
ranging from first grade to twelfth grade. Friedman found an mean effect size of -0.024,
and since the confidence interval contained zero, she stated that it is not possible to
say with 95% confidence that there are gender differences in school-aged children.
Two conclusions that she drew from the meta-analyses were that gender differences
favoring males are decreasing and the average gender difference was very small.
Hyde et al. (1990) did a meta-analysis on 100 studies published between 1967
and 1987. Within the 100 studies there were 259 effect sizes, and 131 (51%) of them
favored males, 17 (6%) were zero, and 111 (43%) favored females. The average effect
size over all of the studies was 0.20, but when the studies using SAT data (which
included a large number of participants and hence had a large influence on the data)
were omitted, the effect size was 0.15. While the value indicates gender differences
favoring males, the magnitude is small according to an earlier interpretation. Hyde
10
et al. did notice changes in effect sizes based on age. At the elementary and middle
school levels, the effect size was small and favored females. At the high school,
college, and adult levels, the effect sizes favored males and became progressively
larger: d = 0.29, d = 0.41, d = 0.59, respectively. Hyde et al. highlight the fact
that when gender differences occur, they are in critical areas such as problem solving,
where the effect sizes favor males.
In addition to being used to identify overall gender differences, meta-analysis tech-
niques can be used to explore gender differences based on mathematical content. For
example, when gender differences are found in geometry, they frequently favor males.
Hyde et al. (1990) examined effect sizes in 100 studies and found small differences in
favor of males. Hanna (1986) used data from the Second International Mathemat-
ics Study (SIMS) of the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational
Achievement to study gender differences among Grade 8 students in Ontario, Canada.
Male students answered more geometry items correctly, although there was no dif-
ferences in the number of items answered incorrectly. Engelhard (1990) also used
data from SIMS and found that among 13-year-olds in the United States, there were
significant differences favoring males on the geometry items. In contrast, Berberoglu
(1995) found that geometry items favored females for high schools students in Turkey.
A content area closely related to geometry is measurement. In fact, when clas-
sifying items, Garner and Engelhard (1999) grouped geometry and measurement to-
gether. They found that, based on mean scores on these items, males performed
better. Using data from SIMS, Hanna (1986) found that Grade 8 males gave more
correct responses than females on measurement items.
Another related content area is spatial reasoning. Linn and Petersen (1985) con-
ducted a meta-analysis of spatial reasoning, and they divided abilities into spatial
relations, mental rotation, and spatial visualization. They found that mental rota-
11
tions and spatial visualization were easier for males. In a review of studies of spatial
abilities, Linn and Hyde (1989) claim that gender differences in spatial abilities are
declining. Nuttall et al. (2005) suggest that gender differences in spatial abilities are
crucial to understanding gender differences in mathematics achievement. They found
that males do better than females on items involving mental rotation, and, on some
mathematics tests, mental rotation ability is a stronger mediator of gender differences
than math self-confidence or math anxiety.
While research seems to indicate some advantage for males on geometry, mea-
surement, and spatial items, the opposite is often true for computation and algebra
items; that is, females have the advantage on these items. Hyde et al. (1990) found
gender differences in computation favoring females, although there were no gender
differences in algebra. When considering mean scores on multiple choice items, Gar-
ner and Engelhard (1999) found that females scored better on algebra, while males
scored better on computation.
2.1.2 Differential Item Functioning
Recently individuals in mathematics education and educational testing have been in-
terested in Differential Item Functioning (DIF). After identifying items which exhibit
DIF, the next step is to identify characteristics of items that are associated with DIF.
The studies in this subsection describe results related to gender DIF on mathematics
achievement tests, and many of the results are similar to the impact results.
In general, DIF studies show that geometry items favor males. Doolittle and
Cleary (1987) found that geometry items on a form of the ACT were more difficult
for high school females. Another study (Harris and Carlton, 1993) used data from
high school students who took the SAT to examine gender differences, and their
12
results agreed with those of Doolittle and Cleary (1987). In contrast to these studies,
Berberoglu (1995) found that geometry items favored females among high school
students in Turkey, yet it was suggested these contradictory results could be due to
a country effect.
Items with algebra content frequently have been shown to be easier for females.
Using items from a form of the ACT, Doolittle and Cleary (1987) found that items
with intermediate algebra or algebraic operations were easier for females. Engel-
hard (1990) used the Mantel-Haenszel procedure with data from SIMS, and he found
among 13-year-olds in the United States, females were more likely to answer algebra
items correctly. Using data from a high school graduation test, Garner and Engel-
hard (1999) found that females performed better than males on multiple-choice items
containing algebra content.
Computational items have also been associated with gender differences favoring
females. Engelhard (1990) found significant differences in favor of females on compu-
tational items taken from SIMS data. Doolittle and Cleary (1987) found that females
found items on a form of the ACT with computational aspects to be less difficult as
compared to males. Once again, Berberoglu (1995) had contradictory results when
he found males having an advantage with computational skills.
2.1.3 Differential Bundle Functioning
As described earlier, diferential item functioning is differences in performance on an
item by two groups after they have been matched with respect to some attribute,
such as ability. An extension of this idea is differential bundle functioning (DBF).
DBF occurs when a collection of DIF items which have something in common, such as
content, collectively are easier for one group than another. DBF was first presented
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by Roussos and Stout (1996). The simultaneous item bias test (SIBTEST) can be
used to detect DBF within particular content areas (Shealy and Stout, 1993). The
next four studies identify certain content areas which demonstrate DBF.
While many of the earlier studies described involved identifying gender DIF among
high school students, Ryan and Fan (1996) examined gender DIF and DBF among
eighth grade students. They formed hypotheses based on previous research and tested
the hypotheses using SIBTEST on four different mathematics tests. They hypoth-
esized that arithmetic, geometry, and applied (story problems) would be easier for
males while algebra and computation problems would be easier for females. Their
hypotheses for algebra, geometry, and computation were each supported on three of
the four tests, and their hypotheses for applied problems were supported on all four
tests. Their hypothesis for arithmetic items were not confirmed; rather than the items
being easier for males, they were easier for females on two of the tests.
Mendes-Barnett and Ercikan (2006) also formed hypotheses related to DBF yet
they included hypotheses related to not only the content of the items but also the
cognitive complexity or context of the problem. They hypothesized that items with
problem solving, geometry content, high cognitive complexity, word problems, or
visuals included would be easier for males. They also hypothesized that problems
involving sequences and series, polynomials, quadratic systems, and exponents and
logarithms would exhibit no DBF while items with low cognitive complexity would
be easier for females.
The analyses supported four of the hypotheses, and seven bundles demonstrated
DBF. The hypotheses about problem solving, problems with high complexity, word
problems, and problems with visuals included favoring males were confirmed. The
hypotheses about geometry items being easier for males and low complexity problems
being easier for females were not confirmed. There were four hypotheses about areas
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not exhibiting DBF, and within three of these areas there was DBF: favoring females
on polynomials and quadratic relations, and favoring males on logarithms and expo-
nents. It is worth noting, that while there was no DBF for geometry, many of the
individual geometry items did have high levels of DIF.
Ryan and Chiu (2001) used a list of attributes developed by Harnisch and his col-
leagues (included in Appendix D) to form categories and look for DBF. Using results
from earlier research on gender differences, Ryan and Chiu chose nine attributes to
form categories of items for analysis and formed hypotheses regarding which gender
would find those types of items easier. They hypothesized that problems includ-
ing attributes 5 (word problems), 11 (figures/graphs present), 12 (construction of
graphs/figures), 10 (higher order thinking), 14 (test-taking skills), or geometry con-
tent would be easier for males while problems including attribute 9 (algebra opera-
tions) would be easier for females.
Their results agreed with previous findings in the categories with items having
figures or graphs present, higher order thinking in algebra, and geometry content
with all of the results indicating the items being more difficult for females. There
were also significant results for the word problems being more difficult for females,
and the magnitudes of the values were substantially larger than the other results.
A study by Gierl, Bisanz, Bisanz, and Boughton (2003) examines gender DIF on
mathematics achievement tests using a DIF analysis framework based on a multi-
dimensional model for DIF proposed by Roussos and Stout (1996). The first part
is a substantive analysis using a taxonomy developed by Gallagher, De Lisi, Holst,
McGillicuddy–De Lisi, Morely, and Cahalan (2000). The taxonomy includes con-
tent and cognitive skills expected to produce gender differences in mathematics. The
second part is a statistical analysis to test DIF hypotheses; Gierl et al. performed
multiple statistical analyses. During the substantive analysis of the achievement test,
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Gallagher et al.’s taxonomy was modified (see Appendix C) by splitting one of their
categories into four categories that Gierl et al. claim to be mutually exclusive; these
are categories 3 through 6 in the list in the appendix.
Gierl et al. (2003) describe two outcomes related to gender differences in mathe-
matics. They found that males perform better than females on items which include
spatial content. They did not find substantial support for the other items in the
modified taxonomy. In some analyses they found that females performed better than
males on items requiring memorized material, but the differences were small. On the
other hand, some analyses showed that males performed better than females on items
with significant verbal content, which contradicts the modified taxonomy. These re-
sults lead Gierl et al. to suggest that the modifed taxonomy may not be sufficient to
understand cognitive reasons for gender differences in mathematics achievement.
2.1.4 Gender Similarities Hypothesis
Some studies have shown that gender differences are small (Hyde et al., 1990) or
are decreasing in value (Linn and Hyde, 1989). Aligned with these results, Hyde
(2005) offers a very different hypothesis: The Gender Similarities Hypothesis. She
claims that males and females are similar on most, but not all, psychological variables.
While studies of differences in mathematics, considered a type of cognitive variable,
are included, she also applies her hypothesis to psychological variables in areas such as
communication, social and personality variables, psychological well-being and motor
behaviors. The gender similarities hypothesis (Hyde, 2005) states that most gender
differences are in the close-to-zero (d ≤ 0.10) or small (0.11 < d < 0.35) range, a few
are in the moderate range (0.36 < d < 0.65), and very few are large (d = 0.66− 1.00)
or very large (d > 1.00), where d is the effect size computed as described earlier.
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Hyde conducted a meta-analysis of 46 studies with 124 effect sizes among the
categories of psychological variables mentioned above. She found that 78% of the
effect sizes are in the small or close-to-zero ranges. Hyde states that the small mag-
nitude of the effect sizes is “even more striking given that most of the meta-analyses
addressed the classic gender differences questions–that is, areas in which gender dif-
ferences were reputed to be reliable, such as mathematics performance” (p. 586).
Thus, the meta-analyses support the gender similarities hypothesis.
In her description of the hypothesis, Hyde emphasized the importance of context.
Some gender differences appear to be associated with particular situations so that
if certain situational aspects are minimized or removed, then the gender differences
decrease if not essentially disappear. One example related to context is stereotype
threat. One of the stereotypes associated with mathematics is that males are better
at math than females. The possibility of being reduced to gender stereotypes can lead
to a state which could diminish women’s math performance. This situation is referred
to as stereotype threat. Conditions involving stereotype threat can be manipulated so
that males and females perform equally well on a mathematics test. Another example
came from social-role theory which claims that heroic or chivalrous acts are associated
with males roles while nurturing acts are associated with female roles. The results
from one study suggest that the size of the gender difference in helping behavior can
vary based on the social context in which the behavior is measured (Eagly & Crowley,
1986, cited in Hyde, 2005).
While outside the context of this study, it is worth mentioning that Hyde also
describes some costs of focusing on gender differences rather than gender similarities.
She describes costs within the areas of work, parenting, and relationships, but the
ones related to mathematics performance will be highlighted. Hyde mentions the
stereotype that boys are better at math than girls are and includes examples of meta-
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analyses that support the gender similarities hypothesis, and hence contradict the
stereotype. She states that costs associated with this stereotype are that parents and
teachers may overlook mathematically talented girls since they do not expect girls to
be mathematically talented and parents may have lower expectations of mathematics
performance for their daughters. Since research has shown a relationship between
parents’ expectations for mathematical success and the children’s self-confidence and
performance in mathematics, Hyde claims that girls may find their confidence to
succeed mathematically undermined by parents’ and teachers’ beliefs.
2.2 Summary of major themes
Four major themes will be highlighted in this section: impact, differential item func-
tioning, differential bundle functioning, and the gender similarities hypothesis. Many
studies of gender differences in mathematics involve comparing mean scores for males
to mean scores for females (Garner and Engelhard, 1999) and this is a measure of
impact. Earlier in this chapter meta-analysis studies (Friedman, 1989; Hyde et al.,
1990) were described which compared effect sizes across multiple studies to compare
and look for trends in gender differences. The studies often found small effect sizes,
some of which increased with age. Gender differences are often examined within a
particular content area, such as algebra (favoring females) or spatial ability (favoring
males). These differences are often measured on an entire test or a subset of the test,
yet no steps are taken to control for ability, a potentially confounding variable.
There are now a large body of studies (Doolittle and Cleary, 1987; Harris and
Carlton, 1993; Engelhard, 1990) which focus on individual items on a test to look
for instances of differential item functioning. When two groups of participants are
matched with respect to an attribute, such as ability, differences in performance
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are then due differences in the way the item functions for the two groups, rather
than due to differences in ability. The Mantel-Haenszel procedure or Item Response
Theory methods are used to identify items with gender DIF. Some studies (Doolittle
and Cleary, 1987) indicate gender DIF favoring females with algebra or computation
items and favoring males with geometry and cognitively complex items, while other
studies (Berberoglu, 1995) indicate gender DIF favoring females in geometry.
A natural extention of differential item functioning is differential bundle func-
tioning where items with similar content are bundled together to look for gender
differences on the bundle of items as a whole. Hypotheses are formed, often using
results from earlier research, as to the direction of the gender differences. For exam-
ple, it may be hypothesized that geometry items or items with spatial content are
easier for males than females, while computational items or items with low cognitive
complexity may be easier for females. A computer program, SIBTEST, is used to
evaluate the hypotheses by determining the direction and magnitude of the DBF.
Returning to studies measuring impact, based on trends and consistencies among
meta-analysis studies, a gender similarities hypothesis (Hyde, 2005) has been sug-
gested that males and females are more similar than different on most psychological
variables. Hyde conducted a meta-analysis where she found that a majority of the
studies had effect size less than 0.35, which she consideres to be small effect sizes.
In addition to small effect sizes which suggest gender similarities, she suggests that
emphasizing gender differences rather than gender similarities can have deterimental
effects on individuals associated with stereotypes related to professed gender differ-
ences.
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2.3 How present study will extend literature
While there have been many studies on gender differences in mathematics based on
performances on mathematics achievement tests or using methods to identify differ-
ential item functioning, there has been very little research on gender differences on
mathematics competitions or applying DIF methods to mathematics competitions.
Articles which have been written about mathematics competitions often focus
more on the qualitative benefits of mathematics competitions (Riley and Karnes,
1998) or how they can can be used to help student develop exceptional talent (Camp-
bell and Wu, 1996). There have been some recent studies that have statistically
examined mathematics competitions, yet they only include one of the two aspects
of examining gender differences among the participants and evaluation using DIF
techniques.
One study (Gleason, 2008) evaluated mathematics competitions using items re-
sponse theory. The study examined two high school mathematics competitions, con-
sisting of multiple choice questions, to attempt to answer three questions: (1) What
does the instrument measure? (2) How much information is provided by the in-
strument? and (3) What types of items provide the most information? Thus, this
evaluation was of the questions included in the competition, not the performance of
the participants.
Leder et al. (2006) analyzed data from the Australian Mathematics Competition
(optional participation) and the Victorian Certification of Education (required par-
tipation) looking for gender differences. The sample consisted of grade 12 students
who participated between 2002 and 2004. For both sets of data, there were more
males than females receiving the top awards or reaching the top achievement levels,
yet neither mean scores nor performance on individual items were compared.
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Another study (Andreescu et al., 2008) analyzed the performance of students
with exceptional talent in mathematical problems solving by comparing the top per-
formers on three mathematics competitions: the William Lowell Putnam Mathemat-
ical Competition, International Mathematical Olympiad, and the USA Mathematical
Olympiad. The number of female participants and females among the top performers
were compared across multiple countries. While this study did have a gender com-
ponent, the emphasis was on trying to explain the small numbers of women in the
high levels of mathematics, and that the lack of women with an appropriate level of
ability was not a sufficient explanation.
Thus, one study used DIF methods to analyze mathematics competitions, but
there was no analysis of gender differences in performance, and the other studies had
a gender component, but there was no use of DIF methods. This study addresses
the deficiency in the literature by using DIF methods to analyze gender differences in
performance on a mathematics competition, specifically the American Mathematics
Competition AMC 8. The Mantel-Haenszel procedure, described in the next chapter,
will be applied to each item to identify differential item functioning related to gender.




3.1 Sample and site
The sample in the study consisted of 183,359 males and 178,857 females who were in
the eighth grade in the United States when they participated in the AMC 8 during one
of the years from 2003 to 2007. The AMC 8 was administered at each of the students’
respective schools, and the data from the administrations during these years was
obtained from the American Mathematics Competition office in Lincoln, Nebraska.
3.2 Access and permissions
This research received Institutional Review Board approval from the Board at the
University of Nebraska–Lincoln. Permission was obtained from the Director of the
American Mathematics Competition to analyze the data from the AMC 8 contests
from 2003 through 2007.
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3.3 Instruments and their reliability and validity
3.3.1 American Mathematics Competition AMC 8
As described earlier, each year middle school students around the world participate
in the AMC 8 contest. Prior to this study, neither the reliability nor the validity
of the AMC 8 had been measured in any formal statistical sense, partially due to
the method of administration of the contest, but informal measures had been made
by the American Mathematics Competition AMC 8 committee. Reliability has been
measured by considering the consistency of the mean scores during the past five years,
and validity has been established through discussions among the committee members.
Reliability is a measure of the extent to which scores are stable and consistent,
and some forms of reliability include test-retest reliability, alternate forms reliability,
and internal consistency reliability. The AMC 8 is administered at multiple schools
throughout the United States and other countries on the same day in November.
The questions are not released prior to the date of the contest and after that date,
that year’s questions are available to be used to prepare for future contests. There
is also only one set of questions. As a result, the same questions cannot be reused
for reliability measurement. As a weak measure of reliability, the mean scores of the
AMC 8 have not varied by a large amount. Table 3.1 shows the mean scores and
standard deviations from 2003 to 2007.
Table 3.1: Mean Scores on the AMC 8 Contest from 2003 to 2007
Year n Mean S. D.
2003 80256 10.64 4.10
2004 76895 10.24 3.68
2005 71154 10.26 3.88
2006 70960 10.36 3.75
2007 69060 10.14 3.86
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Another form of reliability, internal consistency reliability, can be measured by
a variety of formulas based on correlations between items on two halves of a test.
When there is only one administration of a test, the items can be split into two
halves, and correlations can be made between the two halves, and this is called split-
half reliability. A typical way of splitting a test is into even- and odd-numbered items.
Since this method only uses information from half of the test, the Spearman-Brown
formula can be used to estimate the reliability for a full length test (Thorndike, 1951).
Cronbach’s alpha (Cronbach, 1951) is another measure of internal consistency, which
uses all of the items on a test, and it is equivalent to the Kuder-Richardson 20 (KR
20) test since the data is dichotomous .
One concern with the KR 20 test is if the test is speeded, then the value computed
may not be accurate. According to Rindler (1979), the criteria that ETS uses to
determine whether a test is speeded are the following: (1) virtually all students
respond to at least 75% of the items, and (2) at least 80% of the students should
reach the last item. Table 3.2 contains the percentage of students who answered 19
items (not necessarily the first 19 items) and who reached the 25th item.
Table 3.2: Speededness on the AMC 8 Contest from 2003 to 2007
Year Items Percentage Item Percentage
2003 19 97.4 25 92.5
2004 19 95.8 25 90.5
2005 19 96.0 25 89.3
2006 19 94.2 25 88.2
2007 19 96.3 25 91.5
As can be seen from the table, each year more than 80% of the students answered
the last item, yet fewer than 98% of the students answer at least 75% of the items.
Since percentages less than 98% may not be appropriately described as “virtually
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all,” the contest could be described as slightly speeded. These percentages mean that
one should be cautious when interpreting the values of Cronbach’s alpha (which is
equivalent to KR-20).
Table 3.3 contains the values for Cronbach’s alpha, the correlation between the
two forms consisting of odd- and even-numbered items, and the Spearman-Brown
value for two forms of unequal length (since there are an odd number of items).
Table 3.3: Internal Consistency on the AMC 8 Contest from 2003 to 2007
Year Cronbach’s α Corr. btw. forms Spearman-Brown
2003 .724 .587 .740
2004 .650 .474 .643
2005 .687 .549 .709
2006 .696 .537 .699
2007 .712 .569 .725
There is some debate as to what values of reliability coefficients are acceptable.
A classic text which is frequently cited (Nunnally, 1970) gives 0.70 as a cut-off for
Cronbach’s alpha. Another researcher (Garson, 2008) states that a cut-off of 0.60 for
Cronbach’s alpha is acceptable in exploratory research, a cut-off of 0.70 should be
used for adequate reliability, and 0.80 should be used for a good reliability. For the
Spearman-Brown split half reliability, Garson (2008) states that a common rule of
thumb is 0.80 for adequate reliability and 0.90 for good reliablity, although, 0.60 may
again be used as a cut-off in exploratory research. Since the values for Cronbach’s
alpha and Spearman-Brown split-half coefficient are between .65 and .73 (and the
test is slightly speeded), one may want to cautiously accept that the AMC 8 contests
have some internal consistency.
While reliability is a measure of how stable and consistent scores are, validity is
a measure of the extent to which the score make sense, are meaningful, and allow
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a researcher to draw conclusions from the sample to a larger population. Accord-
ing to Garson (2008), a test “may be reliable but not valid, but it cannot be valid
without being reliable. That is, reliability is a necessary but not sufficient condi-
tion for validity.” The AMC 8 has been shown to have moderate levels of reliability
and now the validity will be discussed. Three forms of validity are content validity,
criterion-referenced validity, and construct validity. Content validity has been infor-
mally measured with the AMC 8 contest, but criterion-related and construct validity
are difficult to statistically measure because of lack of available information about the
students who take the AMC 8.
Criterion-related validity is a measure of how well the scores on the AMC 8 re-
late to a particular outcome or predict some future outcome, and it is difficult to
statistically measure this for the AMC 8. An example of an outcome is performance
in a particular mathematics course such as algebra, yet the students’ performance in
algebra is not available and hence could not be correlated with their performance on
the AMC 8. While the primary purpose of the AMC contests is not to predict future
performance and despite the difficulty of statistical measurement, Steve Dunbar, the
AMC Director, feels that “all of the AMC contests have a high criterion-validity with
respect to future mathematical success and more generally with academic success in
high school and beyond” (AMC Director, personal communication, May 30, 2008).
The second form of validity, construct validity, is determined by considering if
the scores are significant, meaningful, useful, and have a purpose, and this form of
validity again is challenging to assess with the AMC 8 data (Creswell, 2005). As
with criterion validity, construct validity can be evaluated by correlating the AMC 8
scores with another measure, but information about other measures as applied to the
students who have taken the AMC 8 is not currently available. Another measure of
construct validity would be how useful are the AMC 8 scores for making decisions,
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such as by the schools or teachers about the students who have participated in the
AMC 8 contest, yet it is unknown to what extent the scores are used by anyone
to make decisions. Construct validity also includes how well the scores from the
sample of students who have taken the AMC 8 can be used to generalize to a larger
population of students. The data analyzed included the scores of all the United States
eighth graders who took the AMC 8 during the five years from 2003 to 2007 instead
of a subset, yet since the students were primarily self-selected rather than a random
sample of United States eighth graders, the generalizability of the results to all United
States eighth graders is limited.
The third type of validity, content validity, is the extent to which the questions
are representative of all possible questions that could be asked, in this case ques-
tions about middle school mathematics, and it has been assessed with regards to the
AMC 8 contest. There is a committee and a panel of readers who are involved in
choosing the questions to be part of the AMC 8 contest each year, and they include
middle-school teachers and people who teach pre-service and in-service middle school
teachers. To informally address content validity, there are discussions among these
individuals about whether a particular question is appropriate based on middle school
curriculum (AMC Director, personal communication, May 30, 2008). The questions
which are chosen to be on the AMC 8 are those for which there is a sufficient amount of
agreement about the appropriateness of the questions which implies that the content
validity of the AMC 8 is at a satisfactory level.
While reliability and validity are important measures of any test used to make
decisions about students and there are many statistical tests that can be used to
compute reliability and validity coefficients, determining whether those coefficients
are “good” are typically based on rules of thumb or common practice rather than
hard and fast rules. Occasionally factors not directly related to the test, such as
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time, money, or purpose of the test, influence whether “good” coefficients are accepted
rather than investing more resources to obtain better coefficients. Informal measures
of reliability and validity have been made through conversations among committee
members and opinions of the AMC director who has extensive experience with the
American Mathematics Competitions. The reliability and validity of the AMC 8
contests are also a product of the combined experiences of those who have been
involved in the contests over the years; these individuals have the experience to help
them know what works well and they use this to design new contests each year. While
some of the aspects of the AMC contests make it difficult to compute formal statistical
analyses, internal consistency has been measured using a variety of formulas, and
the results lend support to the informal conclusions of the American Mathematics
Competition AMC 8 committee members.
3.3.2 Mantel-Haenszel Procedure
The Mantel-Haenszel procedure is one method of measuring differential item func-
tioning (DIF), which is present when an item functions differently for examinees in
two matched groups. In this study, it is determined whether there are AMC 8 contest
items that function differently among males and females who are otherwise simi-
lar in their overall score. Mantel and Haenszel (1959) first described the procedure
for studying matched groups, then Holland (1985) and Holland and Thayer (1985)
adapted the procedure to be used to assess DIF (Dorans and Holland, 1993). It can
be used to measure the association between two dichotomous variables, such as gen-
der and a correct or incorrect response to an item, after controlling for a confounding
variable associated with the variables, such as mathematical ability. At each ability
level m, a 2× 2 contingency table is constructed that includes the number of people
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who answered the question correctly and incorrectly for the focal and the reference
group. When considering gender, males typically are the reference group while fe-
males are the focal group. Table B.1 in Appendix B shows a typical 2×2 contingency
table and the table below will be used in the following description.
Table 3.4: The 2× 2 Contingency Table for ability level m.
Item Score
Group Right Wrong Total
Focal Group (f) Rfm Wfm Nfm
Reference Group (r) Rrm Wrm Nrm
Total Group (t) Rtm Wtm Ntm
The Mantel-Haenszel procedure has an associated null hypothesis expressed in
terms of the odds ratio. Let p1, p2 be the probability of success for two groups and
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That is, the odds of answering an item correctly for some ability level is the same for
both the focal group and the reference group across all M levels of ability.
Mantel and Haenszel (1959) developed a chi-square test of the null DIF hypothesis







, m = 1, . . . ,M, α 6= 1.
The parameter α is the common odds ratio since under Hα the value of α is the same
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across all ability levels. The corresponding chi-square test is distributed approxi-
mately with one degree of freedom.
Test developers at ETS use a delta metric (with a mean of 13 and a standard
deviation of 4) in their analyses, and hence Holland and Thayer (1985) converted α
into the delta metric with the following formula:
MH D-DIF = −2.35 ln(α)
Note that positive values indicate that the focal group, in this case females, are more
likely to answer an item correctly.
After computing the MH D-DIF values, items need to be classified, based on the
magnitude of the values, for further analysis. According to Dorans and Hollands
(1993), ETS classifies levels of DIF demonstrated by items by placing the items in
one of three categories: negligible DIF (A), intermediate DIF (B), and large DIF (C).
Items are classified in category A if either MH D-DIF is not statistically different
from zero or the magnitude of the MH D-DIF value has an absolute value less than
1. Items are classified in category C if the MH D-DIF value both has absolute value
greater than 1.5 and is statistically significantly larger than 1.0 in absolute value.
The remaining items are placed in category B.
Compared to other methods of identifying DIF, the Mantel-Haenszel procedure
has multiple advantages, yet there is one significant disadvantage. Some of the ad-
vantages of the Mantel-Haenszel procedure are that it is computationally simple, easy
to implement, and has an associated test of significance (Rogers and Swaminathan,
1993). A disadvantage of the procedure is that it is designed to detect uniform DIF
and therefore it may not detect nonuniform DIF (Swaminathan and Rogers, 1990;
Rogers and Swaminathan, 1993; Narayanam and Swaminathan, 1996).
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There are multiple ways to address this disadvantage. While none of these meth-
ods are used with this study, they offer directions for further research. There is a
modified Mantel-Haenszel procedure that has been shown to have some ability at
detecting non-uniform DIF (Mazor et al., 1994). The second way is to apply the
Breslow-Day test which uses the odds ratio to identify non-uniform DIF (Penfield,
2003). A third method is logistic regression (Swaminathan and Rogers, 1990) which
detects both uniform and nonuniform DIF, although this method is neither compu-
tationally simple nor easy to implement.
3.4 Procedures of data collection
Electronic text files were obtained from the American Mathematics Competition office
in Lincoln, Nebraska. For each year 2003 through 2007, the files included the students’
response on each question and their gender, age, grade, and location where they took
the test. The data for students who were in the eighth grade in the United States
was selected for analysis. SPSS was used for data organization and analysis.
3.5 Analysis of the data
In this study, the focal group was females while the reference group was males. The
level of mathematical ability was measured by the total score on the AMC 8. Positive
values of MH D-DIF favor females while negative values favor males. The significance
level was p = .01 for a chi-square test with one degree of freedom. Standard practice
is to divide participants into five groups, and the students were divided in this way
according to the range of scores in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5: Ability levels based on total score on the AMC 8






At each ability level, the counts of males and females and the means by gender were
computed. For some of the students, the gender was not included. These students
comprised less than two percent of the total number of students participating each
year and were omitted from the data analysis.
3.5.1 Statistical Analysis
First basic descriptive analyses were done for each of the five years of data. After
finding the percent of participation by gender each year; the mean, median, and
standard deviation were computed for males and females. The effect size d (Cohen,




F )/2, the difference
in means divided by the square root of the average of the variances.
Three types of statistical analyses were done to identify DIF and impact. Each of
them focused on individual items, and there were a total of 125 items from the five
years. The first analysis involved the impact as measured by the proportion of males
and females who answered an item correctly. The proportion correct for each gender
was computed and impact was measured as the male proportion correct minus the
female proportion correct. The second analysis was used to determine the existence of
non-uniform DIF by computing the proportion correct for males and females at each
of the five ability levels. To determine the statistical signficance of the impact values,
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a two-way χ2 test was applied to each item both over all ability levels and within
each ability level to test the null hypothesis that there is no relationship between
gender and answering the item correctly. For the third analysis, the Mantel-Haenszel
procedure was applied to each item to determine if there was an association between
gender and answering an item correctly after controlling for mathematical ability.
3.5.2 Substantive analysis
The next group of analyses involve two steps: first, the AMC 8 items were placed
into categories according to certain classification schemes; next, the number of items
in each category were counted. The items were classified according to impact, type
of DIF, MH D-DIF, NCTM content standards, Gierl et al.’s modified taxonomy,
Harnisch et al.’s attributes, length of the stem of the item, and the gender of any
names included in the stem.
The first three classification methods were based on impact, type of DIF, and
MH D-DIF. The three categories of impact were: no impact if the impact was not
significant, impact favoring males if the value was positive, or impact favoring females
if the value was negative. For type of DIF, items for which at least three of the
ability levels had significant values were placed into one of three DIF categories:
nonuniform DIF, uniform DIF favoring males, or uniform DIF favoring females. An
item was classified as demonstrating nonuniform DIF if at least 1 ability level favored
one gender while the remaining ability levels favored the other gender. An item was
classified as uniform DIF favoring one gender if all of the ability levels with significant
impact values favored that gender.
The items also were placed into one of three categories based on MH D-DIF values:
negligible DIF, MH D-DIF favoring males, or MH D-DIF favoring females. Recall
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that ETS classifies items with MH D-DIF values between -1 and 1 as having negligible
DIF. Since only two items out of the 125 fell in this category, a finer classification was
used in this research, and items with MH D-DIF values between -0.5 and 0.5 were
considered to have negligible DIF. Positive values of MH D-DIF at least 0.5 indicate
the item favors females, while negative values at most -0.5 indicate that the item
favors males. This classification method was used to identify items with gender DIF.
The next classification methods involved classifying the items based on the con-
tent, cognitive charactistics, and length of the questions. First, the 125 mathemat-
ics items were classified in terms of mathematical content by using the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) five content standards: Number and
Operations, Algebra, Geometry, Measurement, and Data Analysis and Probability
(www.nctm.org).
Gallagher et al. (2000) developed a taxonomy of content and cognitive char-
acteristics of items which may account for gender differences in mathematics. For
example, an item which has multiple solution paths, one of which may be a shortcut,
is expected to favor males while an item which requires using memorized material,
such as a definition or a formula, is expected to favor females. Gierl et al. (2003)
modified this taxonomy to include more specific and mutually exclusive categories.
The AMC 8 items also were classified according to this modified taxonomy, included
in Appendix C, the second classification method.
The third classification method was based on a list of twenty attributed developed
by Harnisch et al. which are included in Appendix D. One attribute is that the item
may contain figures, graphs or tables, and another attribute is that solving the item
may involve generating a figure or a table. Each item was further classified by length
based on the number of words and lines used to state the question; an item was
classified as long if it either included at least 50 words or covered at least 4 lines.
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Based on conversations with members of the AMC 8 committee, a final classifi-
cation method was included. When names are included in the stem of an item, the
committee attempts to balance the names by gender. Thus, the items were classified
into three categories based on the gender(s) represented by the names: male, female,
or both. Note that the classifications were not mutually exclusive; that is, a particu-
lar item may be classified as a geometry item, a measurement item, having multiple
solution paths, and including a diagram.
After all of the items were classified according to the eight methods, the items
in each classification scheme were counted. These numbers of items give a basic
blueprint for the types of questions that typically or rarely appear on an AMC 8
test. The items classified according to the NCTM content standards, Gierl et al.’s
modified taxonomy, Harnisch et al.’s attributes, length, and gender of names were
used for subtest analyses.
3.5.3 Subtest analysis
The three methods of classifications (NCTM, Gierl et al., and Harnisch et al.) of the
items were also used for subtest statistical analyses of means and proportions correct
by gender and ability level. First, for each student, the number correct for a particular
category was computed. Then the mean male score and the mean female score was
found. Then, the impact was computed as described earlier. Since the number of
items varied between categories, the impact was divided by the number of items in
each category. This allowed values from multiple years and multiple categories to be
compared.
These computations are measures of impact, and earlier the importance to differ-
entiate between impact and DIF was stressed. To attempt to compare items within a
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category and include DIF results, for each category the number of items which demon-
strated negligible DIF, DIF favoring males, and DIF favoring females were counted.
For example, of the 14 geometry items on the 2003 AMC 8 contest, 12 of them
had negligible DIF while the remaining two were split between DIF favoring males
and DIF favoring females. The subtest analyses were applied to five classification
methods: NCTM, Gierl et al., Harnisch et. al, length, and gender of names.
These subtest analyses were done for certain categories within the classification
methods. Only a subset of the categories from each classification were chosen and this
was primarily based on the number of items in the categories. For some items, there
were too few items to be able to draw meaningful conclusions, and for one category,
the number of items was large enough that any results for that category would not
likely be different from analyses for the entire test. For the NCTM standards, the
three categories were Numbers and Operations, Geometry, and Measurement. For
Gierl et al.’s modified taxonomy, the categories were Spatial, Routine-Familiar, and
Memorization. For Harnisch et al.’s attributes, the attributes 1, 10, and 11 were
chosen. The first attribute involved many basic number operations, attribute 10 was
related to higher mental processes, and attribute 11 identified items with figures,
tables, or graphs.
Finally, the twenty-four items which were identified as having non-negligible DIF
were placed in one table with their correponding classifications. These items were
qualitatively explored for patterns and similarities within each classification category.




This chapter contains the results of the data analysis on the American Mathematics
Competitions AMC 8 Contests for 2003 through 2007. The first section contains the
descriptive analysis of all the data and most of the tables displaying the results are
included in this section. The second section contains inferential analysis to address the
research questions and hypotheses. The final section contains the remaining tables.
4.1 Descriptive analysis of all data
The descriptive analysis of the data is divided into three subsections. The first sub-
section includes the statistical analyses used to determine impact and MH D-DIF for
each of the items, and the results are displayed in a table for each of the five years.
Next are the results from the substantive analyses where the items were placed into
categories based on multiple classification methods; again, the results are displayed in
tables for each year. In the third subsection, the subtest analysis results are organized
in tables by classification method, with tables for impact values and distributions of
DIF items by gender.
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4.1.1 Statistical analysis
Basic descriptive data about the participants and the AMC 8 contest scores for the
five years from 2003 to 2007 are included in Table 4.24. Each year there were more
males than females, although the difference in percentages was never more than 3%,
and the percentages for each gender had a range of at most 1% over the five years.
The means, medians, and standard deviations were consistent during the five years.
Each year the male mean score was greater than the female mean score, and the
means were statistically significant (p < 0.001). The medians were typically less than
the means, although during 2005 the medians were greater than the means for both
genders. The male scores had larger standard deviations as compared to the female
scores during the five years, but the ranges of standard deviations were less than 0.5
for both males and females. The effect sizes were consistently small.
Tables 4.1 through 4.5 include summaries by year of statisical analyses for impact
and MH D-DIF. 1 To aid the reading of the tables, cells with significant impact
values favoring females are colored pale pink while cells with values favoring males
are colored light blue; in the MH D-DIF column, values with magnitudes at least 0.5
are colored. After identifying the item number, the next column is the overall impact
which is based on proportions of males and proportions of females who answered
the item correctly. Significance was determined using a two-way χ2 test. Note that
negative values indicate the impact favors females, and the rows of the table are
sorted by increasing value of impact.
The next five columns include the impact values for each ability level; the ability
levels medium-low, medium, and medium-high are represented by M-L, med, and M-
H, respectively. These columns will be referred to as the ability impact columns. A
1A careful explanation of reading information from the table is included for the first table while
only highlights are included for the remaining tables.
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two-way χ2 test identified significant impact values, and these were used to determine
the type of DIF for each item. Items having at least three ability levels with significant
impact were classified as uniform DIF favoring males, uniform DIF favoring females,
or nonuniform DIF. An item has uniform DIF if all of the significant values favor the
same gender; otherwise the item has nonuniform DIF.
The last column includes the MH D-DIF values. Using ETS criteria, MH D-
DIF values between -1 and 1 indicate negligible DIF. Using this criteria, only two
items have non-negligible DIF.2 In this study, MH D-DIF values between -0.5 and
0.5 are considered negligible DIF. In contrast to the impact analyses, for MH D-DIF,
positive values favor females. Significance was determined using the Mantel-Haenszel
procedure.
Table 4.1 contains the impact and MH D-DIF results for the 2003 AMC 8 contest.
All of the impact values are statistically significant (p < 0.01) except for item 14. Two
items (1, 17) have impact favoring females while the remaining twenty-two items favor
males. Five items (1, 17, 14, 8, 16) demonstrate uniform DIF favoring females, and
five items (22, 19, 24, 15, 3) demonstrate uniform DIF favoring males. This can be
seen in the table in the rows where at least three of the cells in the ability impact
columns have the same color. Four items (12, 11, 4, 7) show nonuniform DIF. In the
table, each of these items have 1-2 cells of one color and 1-2 cells of the other color
(among the ability impact columns). Of the items with nonuniform DIF, only item
7 was identified as having gender DIF using the classification criteria of this study.
Among the remaining three items, only one has a significant MH D-DIF value, and
it is between −0.3 and −0.2. Recall that the Mantel-Haenszel procedure is not adept
at identifying items with nonuniform DIF.
2Item 3 on the 2003 AMC 8 has gender DIF favoring males, and item 9 on the 2007 AMC 8 has
gender DIF favoring females.
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Table 4.1: Impact and MH D-DIF for the 2003 AMC 8 Contest
Impact
Item Overall Low M-L Med M-H High MH D-DIF
1 −0.20∗ −0.063∗ −0.059∗ −0.037∗ −0.017∗ 0.002 0.755∗
17 −0.013∗ −0.035∗ −0.036∗ −0.058∗ −0.065∗ −0.020 0.474∗
14 −0.003 −0.016 −0.026∗ −0.057∗ −0.067∗ −0.012 0.451∗
8 0.011∗ −0.035∗ −0.045∗ −0.027∗ −0.008 −0.005 0.389∗
25 0.021∗ −0.007 0.002 −0.002 −0.015 0.020 0.018
16 0.021∗ −0.039∗ −0.021∗ −0.021∗ −0.002 0.008 0.228∗
21 0.022∗ 0.006 0.003 −0.009 −0.028† −0.029 0.050
23 0.023∗ −0.002 0.001 0.002 0.001 −0.010 −0.020
20 0.026∗ 0.018∗ 0.006 0.004 0.028∗ 0.015 −0.197∗
22 0.030∗ 0.021∗ 0.018∗ 0.015∗ −0.013 −0.025 −0.284∗
12 0.040∗ −0.014† −0.017∗ 0.000 0.043∗ 0.008 0.064
2 0.042∗ 0.014 −0.002 −0.004 0.019 −0.010 −0.008
18 0.042∗ 0.008 0.001 0.006 0.030∗ 0.023 −0.115
13 0.045∗ −0.012 −0.006 0.001 0.011 0.023 0.024
11 0.046∗ −0.021∗ −0.016∗ 0.019∗ 0.061∗ 0.016 −0.073
4 0.047∗ −0.007∗ 0.023∗ 0.013∗ 0.005 −0.008 −0.225∗
19 0.050∗ −0.003 0.004 0.022∗ 0.071∗ 0.078∗ −0.204∗
9 0.050∗ −0.013 0.001 0.015† 0.013 0.002 −0.066
6 0.057∗ 0.025∗ 0.010 −0.005 −0.009 −0.005 −0.045
10 0.058∗ 0.000 −0.013∗ 0.003 0.015 0.004 0.050
5 0.061∗ 0.011 0.050∗ 0.010∗ −0.005 0.005 −0.406∗
24 0.076∗ 0.018† 0.020∗ 0.048∗ 0.081∗ 0.028 −0.489∗
15 0.096∗ 0.005 0.037∗ 0.078∗ 0.045∗ −0.010 −0.601∗
7 0.099∗ −0.008 −0.044∗ 0.079∗ 0.038∗ 0.001 −0.569∗
3 0.124∗ 0.077∗ 0.127∗ 0.051∗ 0.007† 0.004 −1.234∗
Significance levels: ∗p < 0.01, †p < 0.05
Five of the items (1, 17, 11, 24, 3) have significant impact at four of the ability
levels, while the impact value at the high ability level is not significant. Only item
19 has a significant impact value at the high ability level. Using the ETS criteria,
item 3 has intermediate DIF favoring males, and it also has the largest impact value
favoring males. Of the four items (1, 15, 7, 3) with non-negligible DIF, one item
favors females and three items favor males.
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Table 4.2: Impact and MH D-DIF for the 2004 AMC 8 Contest
Impact
Item Overall Low M-L Med M-H High MH D-DIF
14 0.002 0.011 −0.002 −0.018∗ −0.061∗ 0.019 0.108∗
13 0.004 0.001 −0.012∗ −0.047∗ −0.073∗ −0.033 0.389∗
21 0.006† 0.010 −0.018∗ −0.030∗ −0.001 0.007 0.247∗
10 0.007 −0.059∗ −0.036∗ −0.026∗ −0.011 −0.002 0.372∗
11 0.008† −0.036∗ −0.042∗ −0.031∗ −0.017∗ 0.030† 0.428∗
4 0.012∗ −0.026† −0.043∗ −0.011 −0.021† 0.012 0.296∗
24 0.012∗ 0.002 0.005 −0.006 −0.003 −0.016 0.003
8 0.015∗ −0.033∗ −0.027∗ −0.008 0.001 0.018 0.190∗
15 0.015∗ 0.002 −0.018∗ −0.040∗ −0.040∗ −0.036 0.287∗
2 0.023∗ −0.026∗ −0.008 −0.004 −0.010 0.016 0.081
25 0.024∗ 0.011† 0.016∗ 0.005 0.001 0.052 −0.238∗
19 0.026∗ 0.003 −0.005 −0.005 0.000 0.014 0.043
5 0.027∗ 0.007 0.008 −0.031∗ −0.036∗ 0.016 0.104∗
1 0.031∗ 0.031∗ 0.025∗ 0.010∗ 0.000 −0.002 −0.656∗
18 0.032∗ 0.015 −0.005 0.001 0.013 0.014 −0.004
12 0.035∗ 0.003 0.005 0.029∗ 0.024 −0.066 −0.210∗
17 0.038∗ 0.010 0.012∗ −0.005 −0.021 −0.049 −0.047∗
3 0.043∗ 0.007 0.013† 0.012∗ 0.003 0.002 −0.160
22 0.049∗ 0.011 0.014∗ 0.026∗ 0.058∗ 0.080† −0.408∗
7 0.052∗ 0.001 0.001 −0.005 −0.004 0.000 0.021
20 0.068∗ −0.002 0.017∗ 0.045∗ 0.036∗ −0.025 −0.392∗
23 0.073∗ 0.003 0.024∗ 0.061∗ 0.082∗ 0.025 −0.591∗
16 0.082∗ 0.020∗ 0.029∗ 0.068∗ 0.117∗ 0.039 −0.830∗
9 0.104∗ 0.011 0.043∗ 0.088∗ 0.057∗ 0.005 −0.678∗
6 0.125∗ 0.033∗ 0.093∗ 0.076∗ 0.036∗ 0.005 −0.912∗
Significance levels: ∗p < 0.01, †p < 0.05
The results for the 2004 AMC 8 are in Table 4.2. Except for three items, all
impact values are statistically significant and favor males. Four items have uniform
DIF favoring females and seven items have uniform DIF favoring males. Only one
item has nonuniform DIF, and it has negligible DIF. Three items have significant
impact at four ability levels. Five items have non-negligible DIF, and all of them
favor males.
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Table 4.3: Impact and MH D-DIF for the 2005 AMC 8 Contest
Impact
Item Overall Low M-L Med M-H High MH D-DIF
14 −0.024∗ −0.027∗ −0.032∗ −0.085∗ −0.065∗ −0.019 0.585∗
11 −0.017∗ −0.083∗ −0.073∗ −0.030∗ −0.009 0.000 0.632∗
19 −0.012† −0.028∗ −0.053∗ −0.057∗ −0.014 0.017 0.522∗
15 0.000 −0.003 −0.001 −0.030∗ −0.021 −0.040 0.170∗
25 0.006 −0.016† −0.011∗ −0.011 −0.012 0.025 0.147∗
23 0.012∗ 0.012 −0.008 −0.016∗ −0.010 0.021 0.126∗
9 0.015∗ −0.008 −0.031∗ −0.021∗ 0.004 −0.018 0.240∗
20 0.014∗ 0.002 −0.018∗ −0.002 0.004 0.057 0.099
3 0.017∗ −0.010 −0.018∗ −0.033∗ −0.012 0.012 0.232∗
2 0.019∗ −0.024† −0.019∗ −0.019∗ −0.025∗ −0.008 0.272∗
8 0.023∗ −0.028∗ −0.028∗ −0.012† −0.008 −0.032 0.234∗
22 0.025∗ 0.004 0.004 0.006 0.034∗ 0.106∗ −0.127∗
21 0.027∗ 0.013 0.001 0.004 −0.005 −0.025 −0.035
4 0.046∗ −0.006 −0.007 −0.005 −0.011 −0.006 0.083
24 0.046∗ −0.006† −0.007∗ −0.005 −0.011 −0.006 −0.128∗
13 0.047∗ 0.007 0.008† 0.004 −0.017 −0.027 −0.069
10 0.050∗ 0.034∗ 0.040∗ 0.016∗ 0.005 0.004 −0.630∗
1 0.060∗ 0.027∗ 0.034∗ 0.005 −0.004 −0.004 −0.253∗
12 0.062∗ 0.009 0.012† 0.021∗ −0.012 0.023 −0.161∗
18 0.079∗ 0.032∗ 0.037∗ 0.041∗ 0.031† 0.022 −0.465∗
6 0.085∗ −0.003 0.028∗ 0.071∗ 0.052∗ 0.009 −0.538∗
16 0.088∗ 0.012† 0.031∗ 0.070∗ 0.134∗ 0.072∗ −0.897∗
7 0.096∗ 0.022∗ 0.034∗ 0.078∗ 0.070∗ 0.021 −0.816∗
5 0.104∗ 0.025† 0.088∗ 0.051∗ 0.023∗ 0.005 −0.787∗
17 0.107∗ 0.004 0.061∗ 0.078∗ 0.053∗ 0.033† −0.684∗
Significant levels: ∗p < 0.01,† p < 0.05
Table 4.3 displays the results for the 2005 AMC 8 data. All of the impact values
are statistically significant except for two. Three items have negative impact values,
and twenty items have positive impact values. Of the twelve items with uniform
DIF, five favor females and seven favor males; there are no items with nonuniform
DIF. Six items have significant impact values for four ability levels. Nine items have
non-negligible DIF; three of them favor females while six of them favor males.
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Table 4.4: Impact and MH D-DIF for the 2006 AMC 8 Contest
Impact
Item Overall Low M-L Med M-H High MH D-DIF
1 −0.009∗ −0.209∗ −0.014∗ −0.007∗ −0.004 −0.003 0.761∗
14 −0.002 −0.357∗ −0.032∗ −0.012∗ 0.003 −0.004 0.487∗
19 0.001 −0.035∗ −0.030∗ −0.037∗ −0.013 −0.012 0.334∗
20 0.005 −0.003 −0.026∗ −0.050∗ −0.038∗ −0.013 0.410∗
15 0.014∗ −0.001 −0.026∗ −0.044∗ −0.012 0.003 0.326∗
24 0.020∗ 0.010 0.003 −0.004 −0.014 0.097∗ −0.019
16 0.024∗ −0.002 −0.013† −0.015† −0.004 0.038 0.173∗
9 0.025∗ −0.015 −0.006 −0.015† −0.019 0.011 0.121
2 0.025∗ −0.004 0.017∗ 0.002 0.006 0.017† −0.219
7 0.025∗ 0.003 −0.004 −0.028∗ −0.050∗ −0.027 0.250∗
11 0.028∗ 0.011 0.014∗ 0.009 −0.018 −0.078† −0.151
25 0.029∗ −0.003 0.001 −0.001 0.020 0.032 −0.023
5 0.030∗ −0.007∗ −0.006† 0.012† 0.014∗ 0.004∗ −0.017
10 0.035∗ 0.005 0.003 −0.019∗ −0.022 0.001 0.094
8 0.037∗ −0.041∗ −0.004 0.023∗ −0.012 −0.014 −0.027
6 0.040∗ 0.002 0.002 −0.009 −0.014 −0.004 0.035
22 0.044∗ 0.017† 0.013∗ 0.023∗ 0.049∗ 0.070† −0.367∗
18 0.048∗ 0.010 0.009† 0.022∗ 0.028 0.022 −0.229∗
21 0.048∗ 0.012 0.004 0.024∗ 0.055∗ 0.011 −0.269∗
23 0.054∗ 0.018∗ 0.015∗ 0.027∗ −0.006 0.001 −0.312∗
4 0.060∗ 0.019 0.047∗ 0.009 0.007 0.008 −0.354∗
17 0.072∗ 0.012 0.007 0.061∗ 0.092∗ −0.006 −0.443∗
13 0.082∗ 0.002 0.009† 0.050∗ 0.070∗ 0.042 −0.366∗
12 0.083∗ 0.020† 0.036∗ 0.044∗ 0.029∗ 0.000 −0.420∗
3 0.108∗ 0.030∗ 0.052∗ 0.089∗ 0.075∗ 0.011 −0.728∗
Significant levels: ∗p < 0.01,† p < 0.05
The 2006 AMC 8 results are in Table 4.4. All items have significant impact, except
for three. Only one item favors females while the remaining twenty-one items favor
males. Four items have uniform DIF favoring females, and five items have uniform
DIF favoring males. Item 5 is the only one with nonuniform DIF, and it has negligible
DIF. Two items have significant impact at all ability levels except high ability. Only
two items have gender DIF, one favoring each gender.
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Table 4.5: Impact and MH D-DIF for the 2007 AMC 8 Contest
Impact
Item Overall Low M-L Med M-H High MH D-DIF
9 −0.039∗ −0.127∗ −0.084∗ −0.034∗ −0.014† −0.007 1.045∗
18 0.001 −0.032∗ −0.032∗ −0.036∗ −0.012 0.030 0.311∗
3 0.011∗ −0.037∗ −0.044∗ −0.017∗ −0.015† 0.001 0.365∗
5 0.018∗ 0.003 0.000 0.000 −0.002 −0.011 0.009
1 0.019∗ 0.004 −0.007 0.001 −0.001 0.003 0.054
25 0.021∗ 0.013† 0.007 0.006 0.006 0.105† −0.161∗
20 0.022∗ −0.015 −0.015∗ −0.005 0.035† 0.051† 0.096
24 0.024∗ 0.006 0.000 −0.008 −0.004 −0.044 0.050
21 0.026∗ 0.009 0.004 −0.006 0.014 −0.014 −0.037
13 0.027∗ 0.006 0.003 0.009 −0.015 −0.086† −0.069
2 0.027∗ −0.015 −0.009 −0.013∗ −0.008 −0.015 0.153∗
4 0.030∗ −0.023∗ −0.017∗ −0.013† 0.008 −0.008 0.160∗
10 0.034∗ 0.004 −0.007† −0.012† −0.016 0.006 0.145∗
11 0.035∗ −0.001 −0.011† −0.024∗ 0.008 0.006 0.155∗
22 0.042∗ 0.009 0.012∗ 0.020∗ 0.015 0.094† −0.215∗
23 0.042∗ 0.024∗ 0.019∗ 0.012† −0.018 0.062 −0.205∗
14 0.048∗ 0.019∗ 0.010∗ 0.015∗ 0.008 −0.003 −0.289∗
19 0.050∗ 0.019∗ 0.005 0.008 0.049∗ 0.029 −0.161∗
16 0.057∗ 0.003 0.003 0.026∗ 0.044∗ −0.002 −0.194∗
8 0.058∗ 0.025∗ 0.007 −0.010† −0.005 0.006 −0.026
12 0.068∗ −0.003 0.016† 0.019† 0.004 0.012 −0.166∗
15 0.088∗ −0.015 0.039∗ 0.055∗ 0.020 −0.013 −0.421∗
17 0.092∗ 0.020∗ 0.038∗ 0.051∗ 0.025† 0.011 −0.500∗
7 0.094∗ 0.027∗ 0.054∗ 0.038∗ 0.010 0.008 −0.521∗
6 0.118∗ 0.037∗ 0.076∗ 0.084∗ 0.066∗ −0.012 −0.915∗
Significant levels: ∗p < 0.01,† p < 0.05
Table 4.5 has the 2007 AMC 8 results. All of the impact values were significant
except for item 14. One item had impact favoring females; the remaining 23 items
favored males. The nine items with uniform DIF had three favoring females. Item
20 was the only one with nonuniform DIF, and it had non-negligible DIF. Four items
were significant at all ability levels except for high ability. Four items had gender
DIF, and the one favoring females also had intermediate DIF using the ETS criteria.
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4.1.2 Substantive analysis
The first step of the substantive analysis was to classify each item according to multi-
ple classification methods described in the previous chapter. Tables 4.6 through 4.10
include the results of all of the classifications that were applied to each item: impact,
type of DIF, MH D-DIF, NCTM content standards, Gierl et al.’s modified taxonomy,
Harnisch et al.’s attributes, length of stem, and gender of names included in the stem.
As with the previous five tables, the items were sorted by impact.
After identifying the item number, within the next three columns of the table,
gender differences were represented with F for female and M for male; if a cell is
left blank, then the gender differences were either not significant or negligible. These
columns repeat the results from the earlier set of tables.
For the other five columns, a letter or number in a column indicates the item was
placed in that category of the corresponding classification scheme. In the NCTM col-
umn, N represents number and operations, G represents geometry, and M represents
measurement. In the Gierl column, S represents spatial, R represents routine-familiar,
and M represents memorization. In the Harnisch column, 1 represents the attribute
involving number computations, 10 represents the attribute for higher mental pro-
cesses, and 11 represents the attribute which includes figures, tables, and graphs. For
length, S represents short and L represents long. Note that every item was placed
in one of the two categories. For the names, F indicates the item contains female
name(s), M indicates the item contains male name(s), and B indicates that the item
contains both male and female names. One item on the 2003 AMC 8 included an
ambiguous name, and this item was labeled with A in the names column.
Table 4.6 contains the results for the 2003 AMC 8 contest. Classifying the items
according to the NCTM content standards identified 15 number and operations items,
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Table 4.6: Summary of Classifications for the 2003 AMC 8 Contest
Item Impact Type MH NCTM Gierl Harnisch Length Names
of DIF D-DIF
1 F F F G S, R, M 11 S B
17 F F 10, 11 L B
14 F N M 1, 10, 11 S
8 M F N, G, M S, R, M 11 S B
25 M G, M S, R, M 10, 11 L
16 M F N S, R L B
21 M G, M S, R, M 10, 11 S
23 M N, G S, R 10, 11 S
20 M G, M S, R, M S
22 M M N, G, M S, R, M 1, 10, 11 S
12 M NU S, M 10 S
2 M N M 1 S
18 M G S 11 L F
13 M G S 10, 11 L
11 M NU N R 1 L A
4 M N R 10 S M
19 M M N M 1, 10 S
9 M N, G, M S, R, M 11 S M
6 M G, M S, R, M 11 S
10 M N, G, M S, R, M 11 S F
5 M N R 1 S
24 M M G S 11 L
15 M M M G S 11 S
7 M NU M N R 1 L B
3 M M M N R 1 S M
14 geometry items, and 8 measurement items; and only two items were not placed
in any category. Using Gierl et al.’s modified taxonomy, there are 16 spatial items,
16 routine items, 13 items which required memorized information, and one item not
placed in any of these categories. Eight items had attribute 1, 10 items had attribute
10, 15 items had attribute 11, and one item had none of these attributes. Eight items
were classified as long items. Ten items included a name; 2 items had female names,
3 items had male names, and 5 items had both male and female names.
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Table 4.7: Summary of Classifications for the 2004 AMC 8 Contest
Item Impact Type MH NCTM Gierl Harnisch Length Names
of DIF D-DIF
14 G, M S, R, M 10, 11 S
13 F 1, 10 L B
21 M N S, R, M 1, 10, 11 S
10 F R S M
11 M NU N S, M 1, 10 L
4 M F R S B
24 M G, M S, R, M 10, 11 S
8 M N M S
15 M F G S 11 L
2 M S, R S
25 M G, M S, M 10, 11 S
19 M N 10 S
5 M S
1 M M M N, M R 1 S
18 M N 10 L B
12 M M 10 L F
17 M S
3 M N, M R 1 S M
22 M M N 1, 10 S
7 M N R 1 L
20 M M N 1, 10 S
23 M M M G S 11 S F
16 M M M N R 1 L
9 M M M M 1 S
6 M M M N R 1 S F
The 2004 AMC 8 results are in Table 4.7. There were 12 items with number and
operations content, 5 geometry items, and 6 measurement items. Seven items were
not in any of these categories while none were placed in all three. There were 8 spatial
items, 11 routine items, 7 items requiring memorization; and 8 items were in none
of these categories. Eleven items had attribute 1, 11 items had attribute 10, 6 items
had attribute 11, and 6 items had none of the attributes. Seven were long items, and
eight items contained a name: 3 female, 2 male, and 3 with both.
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Table 4.8: Summary of Classifications for the 2005 AMC 8 Contest
Item Impact Type MH NCTM Gierl Harnisch Length Names
of DIF D-DIF
14 F F F 10 L
11 F F F N R 1 L B
19 F F F G, M S, R, M 10, 11 S
15 G, M S, M 10 S
25 G, M S, M 1, 10, 11 L
23 M G, M S, R, M 10, 11 S
9 M G, M S, R, M 11 S
20 M N, G S L B
3 M G S, M 11 S
2 M F N R 1 S M
8 M F N M 1, 10 S
22 M N 1, 10 L
21 M G S 11 S
4 M G, M S, R, M S
24 M N L
13 M G, M S, R, M 10, 11 S
10 M M M M 1 L M
1 M N R S F
12 M N S M
18 M M N M 1 S
6 M M M N 1 S
16 M M M N 10 L
7 M M M G, M S, R, M 1, 11 S M
5 M M M N S
17 M M M G, M S, R M 11 S F
Table 4.8 shows the results for the 2005 AMC 8.There were 12 number and oper-
ations items, 12 geometry items, and 10 measurement items. While one item was not
placed in any of these categories, no item was placed in all three. Eight items were
not placed in any of the Gierl categories, and of the remaining items, 12 were spatial,
9 were routine, and 12 required memorization. There were 19 items with Harnisch
attributes, and nine were in each of the three categories. There were eight long items.
Eight items contained names: 2 female, 4 male, and 2 with both types.
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Table 4.9: Summary of Classifications for the 2006 AMC 8 Contest
Item Impact Type MH NCTM Gierl Harnisch Length Names
of DIF D-DIF
1 F F F N R S F
14 F R S B
19 F G, M S, R, M 10, 11 S
20 F S F
15 M N, M 10 L B
24 M N S 1, 10, 11 S
16 M N 10 S B
9 M N 1 S
2 M S M
7 M N, G, M R, M 1 S
11 M N M S
25 M N S, M 1, 10, 11 L M
5 M NU G, M S, R, M 11 S
10 M G, M S, M 1, 11 S M
8 M N R 1, 11 S
6 M G, M S, R, M 11 S
22 M M N S, M 10, 11 L
18 M N, G, M S, M 1 L
21 M G, M S, R, M L
23 M M N L
4 M G S, R 11 S F
17 M N S, M 1, 11 S M
13 M M M R, M 10 L B
12 M M N R 1 S F
3 M M M M R S F
The 2006 AMC 8 results are summarized in Table 4.9. There are 14 number and
operations items, 8 geometry items, 10 measurement items, and 3 do not have any of
these types of content. There are 11 spatial items, 12 routine items, 12 memorization
items, and 6 items that were not placed in any of these categories. Eight items had
none of the three attributes, but there were 9 items with attribute 1, 7 items with
attribute 10, and 10 items with attribute 10. Seven items were classified as long.
Thirteen items contained names: 5 female only, 4 male only, and 4 with both.
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Table 4.10: Summary of Classifications for the 2007 AMC 8 Contest
Item Impact Type MH NCTM Gierl Harnisch Length Names
of DIF D-DIF
9 F F F G S 10, 11 S
18 F N R 1 S
3 M F N R, M 1 S
5 M R L M
1 M R, M 1 L F
25 N N, G, M S, M 1, 10, 11 L
20 M NU N 1 L
24 M N R, M 1 L
21 M R S
13 M N S, M 11 S
2 M N S,R, M 1, 11 L
4 M F R S M
10 M N 1 S
11 M G S 10, 11 L
22 M M G, M S, M 1 L
23 M NU G, M S, R, M 11 S
14 M M G, M S, R, M S
19 M N M 10 S
16 M G, M S, M 11 S F
8 M G, M S, R, M 11 S
12 M N, G, M S, M 1, 11 S
15 M N 1, 10 S
17 M M M N R 1 S
7 M M M N M 1 S
6 M M M N R 1 L
Table 4.10 contains the results for the 2007 AMC 8 contest. There were 14 number
and operations items, 9 geometry items, 7 measurement items, and 4 items not placed
in any of these categories. All except for three of the items were classified using the
Gierl taxonomy: 11 spatial items, 13 routine items, and 14 items requiring memorized
material. Aside for 4 items without any of the attributes, there were 14 items with
attribute 1, 5 items with attribute 10, and 9 items with attribute 11. Only four items
contained names: 2 with male names and 2 with female names.
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The second part of the substantive analysis was to count the number of items
in each of the categories for all of the classification methods. Table 4.11 shows the
number of items in each of seven different ranges of MH D-DIF values. As can be seen,
the majority of the items either have small MH D-DIF values or are not significant.
For this study, items with MH D-DIF value between -0.5 and 0.5 are considered to
have negligible DIF. Twenty-four items have non-negligible DIF and will be used to
address the research questions and research hypotheses.
Table 4.11: Distribution of MH D-DIF Values
2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 Total
1 ≤ x ≤ 1.5 1 0 0 0 0 1
0.5 < x < 1 0 1 3 0 1 5
0 < x < 0.5 5 6 6 8 4 29
not stat. sig. 8 8 7 7 10 40
−0.5 < x < 0 8 8 3 5 7 31
−1 < x ≤ −0.5 3 1 6 5 2 17
−1.5 ≤ x ≤ −1 0 0 0 0 1 1
Table 4.12 contains the number of items in each category when classified by im-
pact, type of DIF, and MH D-DIF. For the impact classification, a majority of the
items have impact favoring males and only seven items have impact favoring females.
When classified based on the type of DIF, slightly less than 50% of the items, with
some form of DIF, demonstrate uniform or nonuniform DIF with approximately half
of the items having uniform DIF favoring males. There are 22 items (37.3%) with
uniform DIF favoring females and only 7 items (5.6%) with nonuniform DIF. Over
eighty percent of the items have negligible DIF, yet for the remaining twenty-four
items, three times as many favor males as compared to females.
During the process of classifying the items according to type of DIF, twenty items
were identified as having significant gender differences at four of the five ability levels.
For example, the gender differences could be significant at the low, medium-low,
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Table 4.12: Statistical Analysis Classification
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total
Not significant 1 3 2 3 1 10
Impact Males 22 22 20 21 23 108
Females 2 0 3 1 1 7
Non-uniform 4 1 0 1 1 7
Type of DIF Males 5 7 7 5 6 30
Females 5 4 5 4 4 22
Negligible DIF 21 20 16 23 21 101
MH D-DIF Males 3 5 6 1 3 18
Females 1 0 3 1 1 6
medium, and medium-high ability levels but not at the high ability level. Out of
these items, only two of them were not significant at the low ability level while the
other 18 items were not significant at the high ability level.
The next three classification methods are based on the content of the items. Recall
that any particular item could be classified in more than one category. The first
method used the NCTM content standards, and the number of items in each content
category is contained in Table 4.13. Since the number of items with algebra or data
analysis and probability content was fewer than five most years, these two content
standards were not included in the subtest analyses. The number of number and
operations items included in each contest were quite consistent during the five years
while there was more variation in the number of geometry and measurement items.
Table 4.13: NCTM Classifcation
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total
Number & Operations 14 12 12 14 14 66
Algebra 3 1 3 4 3 14
Geometry 14 5 12 8 9 48
Measurement 8 6 10 10 7 41
Data Analysis & Prob. 2 4 0 2 7 15
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Gierl et al. presented a taxonomy of content and cognitive skills which may be
associated with gender differences in mathematics, the second classification method,
and the results from the classifications of the AMC 8 contest items using this taxon-
omy are shown in Table 4.14. Items with multiple solutions paths or spatial content
may be easier for males while items with a verbal component, involving routine solu-
tions, or requiring recall of memorized information may be easier for females.
Table 4.14: Gierl et al. Classification
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total
Multiple solution paths 4 2 3 3 1 11
Spatial 16 8 12 11 11 57
Verbal 5 8 5 6 1 25
Routine–Unfamiliar 0 0 1 1 1 3
Routine–Familiar 16 11 9 12 13 61
Memorization 13 7 12 12 14 58
Two additional categories were related to the solutions of items requiring infor-
mation about traditionally gender-based activities which would be more likely to be
familiar to males (e.g. sports) or to females (e.g. intepersonal relationships), hence
making it easier for one gender to answer the item. None of the 125 items were clas-
sified in either of these two categories. There are very few items each year classified
as having multiple solution paths, a verbal component, or a routine solution in an
unfamiliar situation, so these categories were not included in the subtest analyses.
The third classification method used a list of 20 attributes developed by Harnisch
et al., and the number of items having each attribute are shown in Table 4.15. For
example, attribute 7 is “Recalls and interprets knowledge based on definitions, prop-
erties, or relations from arithmetic, algebra, and geometry. Performs computions in
arithmetic, geometry, signed numbers, absolute values, medians, and modes,” and
the largest number of items have this attribute.
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Most of the attributes have fewer than 30 total items or fewer than 5 items in any
given year, and a few attributes have zero items over the five years. For example,
two attributes, 19 and 20, are related to trigonometry which is not typically included
in the middle school mathematics curriculum, and hence not on the AMC 8 contest.
Because of the small numbers, it is difficult to do meaningful subtest analyses. On
the other hand, if the number of items is too large, such as for attribute 7, then the
results may not be very different from those for the entire test. For these reasons, only
attributes 1 (computations), 10 (higher mental processes), and 11 (includes figures,
tables, or graphs) were chosen for subtest analyses.
Table 4.15: Harnisch et al. Attributes
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total
1 8 11 9 9 14 51
2 2 3 1 1 1 8
3 2 6 1 1 7 17
4 8 3 7 6 6 30
5 5 5 6 5 4 25
6 5 3 7 6 3 23
7 14 18 18 22 17 89
8 0 2 1 1 2 6
9 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 10 11 9 7 5 42
11 15 6 9 10 9 49
12 2 1 3 3 4 13
13 1 2 2 0 2 7
14 2 1 2 2 0 7
15 4 6 5 3 3 21
16 1 1 2 0 1 5
17 6 6 3 6 0 21
18 4 9 1 0 0 14
19 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 0 0
The items were also classifed by length, the fourth classification, based on the
number of words to state the questions, and the results are included in Table 4.16.
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Recall that an item was classifed as long if it either included at least 50 words or
covered at least 4 lines. Out of the 125 items, less than one third of them were
classified as long items, yet the number of long items each year was quite consistent.
Table 4.16: Classification by Length
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total
Long 8 7 8 7 9 39
Short 17 18 17 18 16 86
The final classification involved the gender of any names included in the stem of
the item. After a dicussion with members of the AMC 8 Committee where it was
mentioned that they attempt to balance the number of items with male names and
with female names, the items were placed into one of three categories: male names,
female names, and both types of names. There was one item which contained the
name Lou and did not include any pronouns; this name was considered ambiguous
and was not counted among the items with names. Considering the items with only
one type of name, the numbers are rather balanced for each year except for 2005.
Table 4.17: Gender of Names included in Stem
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total
Male 3 2 4 4 2 15
Female 2 3 2 5 2 14
Both 5 3 2 4 0 14
Looking at the classifications over five years can show patterns or trends in the
types of problems which typically are included on the AMC 8 contests, and they can
be used to prepare for future contests. Based on the number of items in particular
categories, the classifications can also be used to choose categories for subtest analyses
which will then be used to evaluate the research questions and research hypotheses.
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4.1.3 Subtest analysis
Two types of subtest analyses were applied to the results of the classifications; one
computed impact values for certain content areas and the other considered the dis-
tributions of items with negligible and gender DIF. Table 4.18 has the results of the
subtest analyses with the NCTM, Gierl, and Harnisch classifications. The impact
values are all positive, indicating the impact favors males, and range from 0.018 to
0.056. Only one value is less than 0.020 and two values are more than 0.050 with
almost half of the 45 values between 0.030 and 0.039. In comparison, the impact
values for the individual items range from −0.039 to 0.125 with almost half of the
125 values between 0.018 and 0.056; a majority of the values are between 0 and 0.050.
Table 4.18: Impact by Classification Method
NCTM 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Number & Operations .047 .045 .048 .036 .049
Geometry .039 .024 .032 .036 .038
Measurement .034 .025 .037 .040 .049
Gierl 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Spatial .038 .020 .032 .039 .035
Routine–Familiar .045 .035 .030 .039 .039
Memorization .029 .024 .037 .038 .042
Harnisch 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
1: Computations .056 .052 .040 .041 .047
10: Mental Processes .026 .025 .018 .027 .030
11: Figures & Tables .033 .022 .036 .037 .032
First, consider the values for the NCTM categories. The number and operations
values are primarily between 0.040 and 0.049 and the geometry values are primarily
between 0.030 and 0.039, with each category having one smaller value, while the
measurement values have a slightly larger range. For the Gierl categories, the values
for spatial items are primarily between 0.030 and 0.039 with one smaller value and
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the values for routine items are primarily between 0.030 and 0.039 with one larger
value, while the memorization items have a greater variety of values. The Harnisch
attributes values are less consistent. The values for attribute 1 range from 0.040 to
0.056 and for attribute 10 range from 0.018 to 0.030, while the values for attribute 11
are primarily between 0.030 and 0.039 with one smaller value. While there is some
variety for each category, the range of all of the values is relatively small since over
90% of the items are between 0.020 and 0.050.
None of the calculations for Table 4.18 account for the confounding variable of
ability. To try to control for ability and consider gender differences within a classifica-
tion scheme, the classification schemes are viewed within the context of MH D-DIF.
Tables 4.19–4.23 show the number of items within each classification method that
have negligible DIF or gender DIF favoring males or females.
Table 4.19: MH D-DIF by NCTM Standard
Numbers & Operations 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total
Negligible 12 9 8 13 11 53
Male 2 3 3 0 3 11
Female 0 0 1 1 0 2
Geometry 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total
Negligible 12 4 9 8 8 41
Male 1 1 2 0 0 4
Female 1 0 1 0 1 3
Measurement 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total
Negligible 8 5 6 9 7 35
Male 0 1 3 1 0 5
Female 0 0 1 0 0 1
Table 4.19 contains the number of items that demonstrate non-negligible DIF for
the three of the NCTM content standards. Of the 66 number and operations items,
80% have negligible DIF while 17% have gender DIF favoring males and 3% have
gender DIF favoring females. Of the 48 geometry items, 85% have negligible DIF
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with the number of items demonstrating DIF favoring males or females each less
than 10%. Approximately 85% of the measurement items have negligible DIF with
12% having gender DIF favoring males and 2% favoring females. For each content
area, over 80% of the items have negligible DIF. For the items which do have non-
negligible DIF, they are basically balanced between the genders for geometry, but for
numbers and operations and measurement, approximately five times as many items
have gender DIF favoring males as compared to females.
Table 4.20: MH D-DIF by Gierl et al.’s Modified Taxonomy
Spatial 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total
Negligible 14 7 9 11 10 51
Male 1 1 2 0 0 4
Female 1 0 1 0 1 3
Routine 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total
Negligible 13 8 6 10 11 48
Male 2 3 1 1 2 9
Female 1 0 2 1 0 4
Memorization 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total
Negligible 12 6 9 12 13 52
Male 0 1 2 0 1 4
Female 1 0 1 0 0 2
The DIF distributions for the Gierl categories are in Table 4.20. Of the 58 spatial
items, 88% have negligible DIF while items with gender DIF favoring each gender
are each less than 7%. For the 61 routine items, almost 80% have negligible DIF
while 15% have gender DIF favoring males and 7% have gender DIF favoring females.
Among the 58 memorization items, 90% have negligible DIF and items with gender
DIF favoring each gender are each less than 7%. For each category, a majority of the
items have negligible DIF. For the remaining items, the spatial items are basically
balanced between the genders, but the routine and memorization items have about
twice as many items with gender DIF favoring males as compared to females.
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Table 4.21: MH D-DIF by Harnisch et al.’s Attributes
1: Computations 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total
Negligible 6 7 6 9 11 39
Male 2 4 2 0 3 11
Female 0 0 1 0 0 1
10: Mental Processes 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total
Negligible 10 11 6 7 4 38
Male 0 0 1 0 0 1
Female 0 0 2 0 1 3
11: Diagrams & Tables 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total
Negligible 13 5 6 10 8 42
Male 1 1 2 0 0 4
Female 1 0 1 0 1 3
Table 4.21 contains the MH D-DIF results for three of the Harnisch attributes.
Out of the 51 items with attribute 1, 76% have negligible DIF with 22% having
gender DIF favoring males and 2% having gender DIF favoring females. For the
42 items with attribute 10, 90% have negligible DIF while items with gender DIF
favoring males and females are each less than 7%. There are 49 items with attribute
11, and 86% of them have negligible DIF, 8% have gender DIF favoring males, and
6% have gender DIF favoring females. A majority of the items identified as having
each attribute have negligible DIF. Among the items which have non-negligible DIF,
they are basically balanced between the genders for attribute 11, three times as many
items with attribute 10 favor females as compared to males (the only example of more
items favoring females than males), and eleven items favor males as compared to one
item favoring females for the items with attribute 1.
Table 4.22 contains the distribution of gender DIF item based on the length of the
item. Among the 39 long items, 82% have negligible DIF and no more than 2 items
in any year have gender DIF, although across the five years, there are about twice
as many items favoring males rather than females. For the remaining short items, a
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Table 4.22: MH D-DIF by Length of Stem
Long 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total
Negligible 7 6 4 7 8 32
Male 1 1 2 0 1 5
Female 0 0 2 0 0 2
Short 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total
Negligible 14 14 12 16 13 69
Male 2 4 4 1 2 13
Female 1 0 0 1 1 4
majority of them (80%) have negligible DIF. There was at most 1 item in any year
with gender DIF favoring females, and over the five years, there are about three times
as many items favoring males as compared to females.
Table 4.23: MH D-DIF by Names
Male names 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total
Negligible 2 2 2 4 2 12
Male 1 0 2 0 0 3
Female 0 0 0 0 0 0
Female names 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total
Negligible 2 1 1 3 2 9
Male 0 2 1 1 0 4
Female 0 0 0 1 0 1
Both types of names 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total
Negligible 3 3 1 4 0 11
Male 1 0 0 0 0 1
Female 1 0 1 0 0 2
Table 4.23 shows the DIF distribution among the items which contain names.
For the 15 items with a male name, 80% have negligible DIF, 20% have gender DIF
favoring males, and none of the items have gender DIF favoring females. Among the
14 items with female names, 64% have negligible DIF, 29% have gender DIF favoring
males, and 7% have gender DIF favoring females. For the 14 items with both types of
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names, 79% have negligible DIF, 7% have gender DIF favoring males, and 14% have
gender DIF favoring females. None of the categories contain large numbers of items
with non-negligible DIF, but in two cases, two categories have more items with gender
DIF favoring males rather than females and only for the items with both types of
names are there more items with gender DIF favoring females as compared to males,
albeit only one more item.
4.2 Analysis to address questions and hypotheses
This section uses earlier descriptive analyses–statistical, substantive, and subtest–
summarized in the tables of the previous section to address the research questions
and research hypotheses. The first subsection answers the three research questions,
and the second subsection evaluates the eight research hypotheses.
4.2.1 Research Questions
The first research question addresses differences in performance based on impact, type
of DIF, and DIF, and Table 4.12 contains information about the number of items in
each of these three categories. First, consider gender differences using impact, but
recall that impact does not account for the confounding factor of ability. Among the
125 items, 108 (86.4%) of them have impact favoring males while only 7 (5.6%) of the
items have impact favoring females, with the remaining items having no significant
difference in performance. While impact is a measure of gender differences that
compares the performances of all of the males to all of the females, the type of DIF is
a measure of gender differences that compares their performances at different ability
levels. Males could perform better than females at all ability levels, or only at some
ability levels, and these differences are obscured within the impact value.
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To avoid this possibility, gender differences should also be measured using the type
of DIF. Among the 59 items with significant differences in performances for at least
3 ability levels, 30 (50.8%) items have uniform DIF favoring males. This means that
whenever there is a significant difference, it is always in favor of males. In comparison,
22 (37.3%) items have uniform DIF favoring females. While this is not close to half,
it is greater than the 5.6% of the items with impact favoring females. There are also
7 (11.9%) items which have nonuniform DIF: at some ability levels males perform
better while at other ability levels, females perform better. The type of DIF items
are more evenly distributed, in terms of gender, than the impact items.
The third measure of gender differences, MH D-DIF, statistically controls for the
confounding variable of ability. Using the Mantel-Haenszel procedure, 101 (80.6%)
items have negligible DIF and this number is almost as large as the number of items
with impact favoring males. As measured in this study, less than 20% of the items
demonstrate gender differences, after controlling for ability, which is very different
from the impact results. Although there are fewer items with gender differences as
measured by MH D-DIF values, there are still 18 items favoring males as compared
to 6 items favoring females. Note that using ETS criteria identified only 2 out of the
125 items as having non-negligible DIF.
In terms of impact, a majority of the items favor males and only a small number
favor females. The numbers of items are more evenly distributed for the type of DIF,
although, again, a majority of the items favor males. Using the Mantel-Haenszel
procedure and controlling for ability results in fewer than 20% of the items demon-
strating gender DIF. Among these items, three times as many favor males rather
than females. Thus, for each measure of gender differences, more items favor males
as compared to females, yet the absolute number of items is much smaller for MH
D-DIF as compared to impact or type of DIF.
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The second research question considers differences in performance based on the
content of the items. The items were placed in categories by using five classification
methods: NCTM content standards, Gierl et al.’s modified taxonomy, Harnsich et
al.’s list of attributes, length of the stem, and the gender of any names included in
the stem. Categories within each classification were chosen for two types of subtest
analyses to measure gender differences.
First, the gender differences can be measured by using impact values from different
categories, as shown in Table 4.18. All of the values are positive which indicates that
the impact favors males within each content area. For a particular content area, there
is usually little variability since most of the items have values within an interval of
length 0.010. There are some differences when comparing content areas. For example,
number and operations has larger impact values than geometry or measurement, and
measurement has more variability than the other two categories. Among the Gierl
items, spatial and routine-familiar items have most of the values between 0.030 and
0.039 while memorization has more variability. For the Harnisch attributes, attribute
1 has the largest impact value, and attribute 10 has the smallest. There is minimal
variability among attributes 10 and 11 and more variability with attribute 1.
While there is variability in the content-based impact values, comparing this to
the variability among all 125 items, the content area variability seems less distinctive.
Table 4.25 compares the ranges and distributions of the impact values over all 125
items and over the items classified by content. The impact for the 125 items ranges
from −0.039 to 0.129, as seen in the first three rows of the table, while the impact
based on the classification of the items by content ranges from 0.018 to 0.056, as
seen in the middle three rows of the table. The last three rows of the table show the
distribution of the 125 items between 0.010 and 0.059. The interval between 0 and
0.050 contains 56% of the impact values for the 125 items and 95.6% of the content-
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based impact values; that is, there is more variability among the impact values for
the 125 items as compared to the variability of the content-based impact values.
Comparing content-based impact values to overall impact values shows that the
two sets of results are very consistent. For example, since 86.4% of the 125 items
have impact favoring males, it is not surprising that all of the content area impact
values favor males. Since these values do not control for ability, to measure gender
differences within certain content areas while also controlling for ability, the items
from content areas should be viewed within the context of the MH D-DIF values.
The second way to measure gender differences based on the content of the items
is by counting the number of items with gender DIF within the various content areas,
as shown in Tables 4.19, 4.20, and 4.21. First, note that for each of the content
areas, the majority of the items have negligible DIF, ranging from 80.3% to 90.5%
of the items within any given content area. For items within the geometry, spatial,
memorization, mental processes, and diagrams and tables categories; each gender has
at most 4 items with DIF favoring that gender, and in each instance, the two genders
differ by at most 2 items. For these content areas, the gender differences are minimal.
For number and operations, the gender DIF favors males on 11 items and females on
2 items, and for measurement the ratio is 5 to 1. For routine items, the ratio is 9
to 4, and for spatial items, the ratio is 11 to 1. These four categories indicate some
gender differences when considering content area and controlling for ability.
When considering gender differences within particular areas, as compared to indi-
vidual items, some differences have similar distributions and magnitudes while other
gender differences are minimized. The content-based impact values all favor males,
yet the magnitudes of the values are smaller than many of the impact values for indi-
vidual items. When looking at MH D-DIF within a category, a majority of the items
have negligible DIF. For five categories, the number of items favoring each gender are
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similar; for four categories, a larger number of items favor males rather than females.
The third research question addresses patterns among items with gender DIF.
Table 4.26 contains information associated with the 24 items which demonstrate non-
negligible DIF, and the items are sorted with increasing values of MH D-DIF. The
first 6 items have gender DIF favoring females while the other 18 items have gender
DIF favoring males. Except for item 7 on the 2003 AMC 8, the items are consistent
with regards to gender in terms of impact, type of DIF, and MH D-DIF; that is, all
of the items with female gender DIF also have impact favoring females and uniform
DIF favoring females and similarly for the items with male gender DIF.
Since there are only 6 items, it is difficult to find patterns or consistencies among
the items with gender DIF favoring females. No category contains more than three
items other than the length category, although four categories do contain three items.
Two-thirds of the items are short, yet this agrees with the overall distribution of short
items. Only three of the items contain a name in the stem, which makes it difficult
to draw conclusions, but note that none of the three items had only female names.
Among the 18 items which demonstrate gender DIF favoring males, there is more
potential for patterns or consistencies. For the NCTM classification, the number of
number and operations item is greater than the sum of the other two categories. For
the Gierl et al. classification, a majority of the items are routine and there are only
two spatial items. Using the Harnisch et al. attributes, over 75% of the items have
attribute 1, and only a few have attribute 11, and one item has attribute 10. Over
two-thirds of the items are short which is consistent with the overall distribution of
short items. Eight of the items included names in the stem, and half of them only
had a female name which is a contrast to the items with female gender DIF.
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4.2.2 Research Hypotheses
Of the eight research hypotheses, three are not evaluated using data from this study,
due to small numbers of items in those categories. These three hypotheses are related
to algebra content, multiple solution paths or shortcuts, and significant verbal content.
The five remaining hypotheses address items with geometry content; spatial content;
figures, tables, or graphs; involving memorized material; and routine solutions.
The first of these hypotheses states that males will be more likely to answer
geometry items correctly. The impact values for the geometry items range from 0.024
to 0.039, and being all positive, favor males. In contrast, out of the 7 geometry items
with gender DIF, 4 items favor males while 3 items favor females. Among the 24 items
with gender DIF, 50% of the 6 items with gender DIF favoring females are geometry
items as compared to only 22% of the items with gender DIF favoring males.
The second hypothesis is that males will be more likely to answer correctly spatial
items. The impact values for these items range from 0.020 to 0.039 and all favor
males. Out of the 7 spatial items with gender DIF, 4 items favor males, and 3 items
favor females. For the items with gender DIF, spatial items reprsent 50% of the items
with female gender DIF and 11% of the items with male gender DIF.
The third hypothesis is that males will be more likely to correctly answer items
which contain figures, tables, or graphs. The impact values all favor males and range
from 0.022 to 0.037. Among the 7 items in this category with non-negligible DIF, 4
items favor males and the remaining items favor females. Considering the 24 items
with non-negligible DIF, 50% of the items with gender DIF favoring males and 22%
of the items with gender DIF favoring males are items with figures, tables, or graphs.
The fourth hypothesis is that females will be more likely to answer items correctly
which require the recall of memorized material. The impact values range from 0.024
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to 0.042 and all favor males. Among these items with non-negligible DIF, 4 favor
males and 2 favor females. For the 24 items with gender DIF, one-third (33%) of
the items favoring females, and two-ninths (22%) of the items favoring males are
memorization items.
The fifth hypothesis is that females will be more likely to correctly answer items
with routine solutions. The impact values all favor males and range from 0.030 to
0.045. Among these items, 9 favor males and 4 favor females. Out of the items with
non-negligible DIF, two-thirds of the items with gender DIF favoring females, and
half of the items with gender DIF favoring males require routine solutions.
In each of these five cases, the results are similar. The impact values occur within
a small range and all favor males, yet these values do not control for ability. When
considering the items within the respective category with gender DIF, there are more
items favoring males than females, but when considering the items within all of the
items which have gender DIF favoring males or females, the percentage of items is
greater for females than for males. In terms of impact and number of items with non-
negligible DIF within a category, the numbers favor males, yet none of the numbers
are large. In terms of all of the items with non-negligible DIF, the numbers favor
females. These results suggest there is minimal support to the hypotheses and that
further analyses should be done using the data.
4.3 Tables and figures to display the data
Although described in earlier sections, these tables are included here because they are
better displayed in a landscape format. Table 4.24 includes basic descriptive data for
the AMC 8 contests. Table 4.25 has the comparisons of the ranges of impact values.
Table 4.26 contains the classifications for the 24 items with gender DIF.
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Table 4.24: AMC 8 Contest Scores by Gender
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females
N 39607 39338 38255 37390 35278 34709 35733 34053 34486 33367
Percent 50.2% 49.8% 50.6% 49.4% 50.4% 49.6% 51.2% 48.8% 50.8% 49.2%
Mean 11.16 10.11 10.69 9.78 10.73 9.78 10.8 9.9 10.63 9.62
Median 11 10 10 10 11 10 10 10 10 9
Std. Dev. 4.296 3.813 3.831 3.465 4.032 3.643 3.986 3.429 4.073 3.551
d 0.259 0.249 0.247 0.242 0.264
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Table 4.25: Number of Items by Impact
Overall: entire range −0.039− 0 n.s. 0− 0.049 0.050− 0.099 0.100− 0.129
Number 7 10 70 31 7
Percent 5.6 8 56 24.8 5.6
Classification 0.010− 0.019 0.020− 0.029 0.030− 0.039 0.040− 0.049 0.050− 0.059
Number 1 9 22 11 2
Percent 2 20 49 24 4
Overall: subset 0.010− 0.019 0.020− 0.029 0.030− 0.039 0.040− 0.049 0.050− 0.059
Number 10 18 11 25 14
Percent 12.8 23.1 14.1 32.1 17.9
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Table 4.26: Items with Non-negligible MH D-DIF
Year Item Impact Type of DIF MH D-DIF NCTM Gierl Harnisch Length Names
2007 9 F F 1.046 G S 10, 11 S
2006 1 F F 0.761 S M
2003 1 F F 0.755 G S, R, M 11 S B
2005 11 F F 0.632 N R 1 L B
2005 14 F F 0.585 10 L
2005 19 F F 0.522 G, M S, R, M 10, 11 S
2007 17 M M -0.500 N R 1 S
2007 7 M M -0.521 N M 1 S
2005 6 M M -0.538 N 1 S
2004 1 M M -0.565 M R 1 S
2003 7 M NU -0.569 N R 1 L B
2004 23 M M -0.591 G 11 S F
2003 15 M M -0.601 G 11 S
2005 10 M M -0.630 M 1 L M
2004 9 M M -0.678 M 1 S
2005 17 M M -0.684 G, M S, M 11 S F
2006 3 M M -0.728 M R S F
2005 5 M M -0.787 N S
2005 7 M M -0.816 G, M S, R, M 1, 11 S M
2004 16 M M -0.830 N R 1 L
2005 16 M M -0.897 N 10 L
2007 6 M M -0.915 N R 1 L
2004 6 M M -0.912 N R 1 S F




5.1 Summary of major results
This study explored gender differences on the American Mathematics Competitions
AMC 8 contest using statistical, substantive, and subtest analyses. The statistical
analyses were based on impact computed from differences in proportion correct, types
of DIF as measured by impact within ability levels, and the Mantel-Haenszel proce-
dure for detecting DIF. These analyses were applied to each item on every contest.
The substantive analyses involved classifying the items using various methods and
counting the number of items in each category. Certain categories were chosen, based
on their size, for the subtest analyses. These analyses measured impact and identified
the distribution of items with gender DIF within each of the chosen categories.
After doing the statistical analyses, the substantive analyses placed items in one
of three categories related to each of the three statistical analyses. The first statistical
analysis was to measure the impact of each item by subtracting the female propor-
tion correct from the male proportion correct. Items were placed into one of three
categories: no impact, impact favoring males, and impact favoring females. Out of
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the 125 items, 10 had no significant impact and 7 had impact favoring females, and
the remaining items had impact favoring males.
For the second statistical analysis, the number of ability levels with significant
impact values was used to place each item into one of three categories: uniform DIF
favoring males, uniform DIF favoring females, or nonuniform DIF. Fifty-nine items
had some type of DIF. Seven of the items had nonuniform DIF while the items with
uniform DIF consisted of 30 items favoring males and 22 items favoring females.
The third statistical analysis used the Mantel-Haenszel procedure to identify items
with DIF by computing an MH D-DIF value, and the items were placed into one of
three categories if there was negligible DIF, gender DIF favoring males, or gender
DIF favoring females. There were 24 items with gender DIF: 18 favoring males and
6 favoring females.
Looking at the pattern of items classified by impact, type of DIF, and MH D-DIF
over the five years of data, certain patterns and consistencies emerge along with a few
inconsistencies. First, it should be noted that there were only 2 out of the 125 items
which would be identified as having non-negligible DIF according to ETS criteria. In
this study these criteria were modified slightly so that there would be more items
among which to look for patterns and consistencies in gender differences.
Considering only the magnitudes of the values and not the direction indicated
by the signs, items with small impact values often demonstrate uniform DIF or MH
D-DIF values favoring females, while items with larger impact values correspond to
items favoring males. That is, in terms of impact, the gender differences favoring
males are often larger than the gender differences favoring females.
Frequently, items with gender DIF also have impact or uniform DIF favoring the
same gender. That is, if an item had gender DIF favoring females, it usually also had
impact and uniform DIF favoring females. Sorting the items in increasing values of
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impact in Tables 4.1 through 4.5 helped to highlight this pattern.
All of the items with nonuniform DIF also had impact values favoring males, but
only one of these seven items had gender DIF and it was gender DIF favoring males.
A drawback to using the Mantel-Haenszel procedure to identify items with DIF is
that it is not adept at identifying items with nonuniform DIF. This was supported
by the results of this study.
One inconsistency, related to Simpson’s paradox, is evident among the items with
uniform DIF favoring females. Twenty-one items had uniform DIF favoring females,
yet eight of these items also had impact favoring males. On these items, as a group,
more males than females answered the item correctly, yet within some of the ability
levels, more females than males answered the item correctly. These results support
the claim that it is important to control for confounding variables such as ability since
some gender differences could be obscured using only impact values.
After classifying the items in terms of impact, type of DIF, and MH D-DIF,
the items were classified using the NCTM content standards, Gierl et al.’s modified
taxonomy, Harnisch et al.’s attributes, length of stem, and gender of names included
in the stem of the item. Recall that the categories were not mutually exclusive.
The specific distributions of items within the first three classification categories are
included in Tables 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15. Some categories had a consistent number of
items each year while others had more variability with some years having only five
items and other years having fourteen items.
The number of items over the five years was used to choose three categories from
each classification scheme for the subtest analyses. For the impact subtest analyses,
three categories from each of the NCTM, Gierl, and Harnisch classifications were
chosen, while for the MH D-DIF distributions, all five classification methods were
used. The impact analyses all favored males while the DIF distributions had mixed
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results. The length and name classifications were not used in the impact subtest
analyses but were considered in the DIF distributions and when looking for patterns
among the items with gender DIF.
5.2 Relationship of results to existing studies
The results of this study support some conclusions found by earlier studies, yet there
are some instances when these results contradict existing studies. During the statis-
tical analysis involving type of DIF, some items were identified as having significant
gender differences at four of the five ability levels. Among the twenty such items, two
were not significant at the low ability level and eighteen were not significant at the
high ability level. Thus for 14% of the 125 items, there were significant differences at
four ability levels, yet there were no significant differences at the high ability level.
This is in contrast to some earlier studies (Benbow and Stanley, 1980, 1983; Hyde
et al., 1990) which found significant and meaningful gender differences among the
high-performing individuals.
As mentioned earlier when describing the Mantel-Haenszel procedure, there are
multiple research studies (Swaminathan and Rogers, 1990; Rogers and Swaminathan,
1993; Narayanam and Swaminathan, 1996) that suggest the Mantel-Haenszel proce-
dure does not function well at identifying nonuniform items with gender DIF. The
substantive analysis in this study identified seven items with nonuniform DIF, yet
only one of these items was identified by the Mantel-Haenszel procedure and classi-
fication criteria used in this study as having gender DIF. These results suggest that
another method of identifying items with nonuniform DIF should be used in com-
bination with the Mantel-Haenszel procedure; alternatives are described in the next
section.
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Many studies find gender differences associated with particular mathematical con-
tent areas. For example Hyde et al. (1990) and Linn and Hyde (1989) found that
males do better than females on spatial items, while females do better on compu-
tational items (Hyde et al., 1990; Linn and Hyde, 1989). Other studies Garner and
Engelhard (1999); Engelhard (1990) have found that females do better on algebra
items.
In this study, among the items classified by the NCTM content standards: there
were too few algebra items for meaningful statistical analyses, the number and opera-
tions items often involved computations, and the measurement items often had related
characteristics of geometry. The impact values for the number and operations, geom-
etry, and measurement items all favored males with the values ranging from 0.024 to
0.049. In terms of DIF, a majority of each type of item had non-negligible DIF, and
the ratio of items with gender DIF favoring males to items favoring females was 11
to 2 for number and operations, 4 to 3 for geometry, and 5 to 1 for measurement.
When comparing these results to earlier research, if the numbers and operations
items are considered computational items, the results are very different from the Hyde
studies since both impact and DIF measures show results favoring males. While the
results for geometry favor males, as agrees with earlier research, the magnitudes of
the impact values are small.
Ryan and Chiu (2001) examined differential item functioning within certain math-
ematics content areas using Harnisch et al.’s classification. They chose nine attributes
and formed hypotheses related to which attribute categories would contain items eas-
ier for men or easier for women. In particular, they hypothesized that items with
figures or graphs present (attribute 11) and items requiring higher order thinking
(attributed 10) would be easier for men. Their analyses supported their hypothesis
about items with figures or graphs, but the results for the higher order thinking items
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were not significant.
As mentioned earlier, the impact by classification scheme values in this study for
attributes 10 and 11 favor males, yet the values were small. For the DIF results, out
of the forty-two items identified as requiring higher mental processes, one has MH D-
DIF values favoring males and three have MH D-DIF values favoring females. There
were forty-nine items which contain figures, tables or graphs and four had gender DIF
favoring males and three had gender DIF favoring females. These results are similar
to those of Ryan and Chiu.
Gierl et al. (2003) used a modified taxonomy from Gallagher et al. (2000) to ex-
amine gender differences. The modified taxonomy contained content and cognitive
characteristics that research has shown to be associated with gender differences. For
example, spatial items are expected to produce gender differences favoring males while
familiar, routine items and items requiring memorized material are expected to pro-
duce gender differences favoring females. Gierl et al. (2003) found that males perform
better than females on spatial items and females performed slightly better than males
on items requiring memorized material. They stated that the other characteristics of
the taxonomy were either rarely observed among the items or they were not related
to gender differences. Gierl et al. claimed that the the taxonomy may not be entirely
adequate to understand gender differences in mathematics since they found only one
cognitive skill related to gender differences, when controlling for ability.
The content-based impact values for this study were all positive, indicating impact
favoring males, with the values ranging from 0.20 to 0.45. For the fifty-sevn spatial
items, four had gender DIF favoring males while 3 favored females, and the fifty-eight
memorization items had four items favoring males and two items favoring females.
For both types of items, a majority of them had no gender DIF and the remaining
items had similar numbers favoring males and favoring females. In contrast, out of
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the sixty-one routine-familiar items, nine favored males and four favored females. The
results from this study differ both from those used to develop the modified taxonomy
and from some of Gierl et al.’s results.
Meta-analysis studies compute an effect size for many studies and then use this
effect size to compare results between the studies. This effect size d is based on the
differences in means found for males and females. These studies can be used to find
effect sizes associated with content areas or changes in gender differences based on
age, and they often focus on differences. Hyde (2005) suggests that there is support
for a gender similarities hypothesis, that males and females are similar on most, but
not all, psychological variables. Using the d value for effect size computed in meta-
analysis studies, the hypothesis states that most psychological gender differences are
in the close-to-zero (d ≤ 0.10) or small (0.11 < d < 0.35) range, few are in the
moderate range (0.36 < d < 0.65), and very few are large (d = 0.66− 1.00) or very
large (d > 1.00). Computing d values for each year of AMC 8 data, they all are in
the small range which supports the gender similarities hypothesis.
5.3 Limitations of the study
This study has some limitations that influence its results and generalizability. A major
limitation is that the Mantel-Haenszel procedure is not the best method to identify
items which have nonuniform DIF. Studies have shown (Swaminathan and Rogers,
1990; Rogers and Swaminathan, 1993; Narayanam and Swaminathan, 1996) that while
the Mantel-Haenszel procedure is very good at identifying items with uniform DIF, it
is less adept at identifying items with nonuniform DIF. As mentioned in the previous
section, there is evidence that this occurred within this study.
Another limitation is that the results from this study only apply to eighth graders
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in the United States who participate in the AMC 8 contest. Students participating in
the contest tend to be above-average students, and they are self-selected by their inter-
est in participating. At some schools, all students participate while at other schools
only interested students participate. Sometimes students spend months preparing
while other students do little or no preparation at all. Due to these differences in
the students’ participation and their levels of preparation, the results from this study
should not be generalized to a typical eighth grader.
The study also only considers students responses to the items. There is no infor-
mation about in what ways and to what extent students prepared for the contest or
what strategies they used while solving the problems. This study examined gender
differences based on the content of the items, but strategy use can be related to gen-
der differences in performance (Gallagher et al., 2000; Gallagher and Lisi, 1994) and
there currently is no information available on what strategies students use to solve
items on the AMC 8 contest.
Other limitations are related to the categorization of the items and the interpreta-
tion of the results. Some items are easy to classify based on their content, and most
people familiar with the material would agree with the classification. Other items
are more difficult to classify, such as whether or not an item is routine to solve, and
the classifications were based on one individual’s opinion. It may have been more ap-
propriate to have two or three raters who would discuss differences in classifications.
Ryan and Chiu (2001) suggest that assigning an item to more than one category can
be a tradeoff. While this may be appropriate because items have many character-
istics, they suggest interpreting results becomes more difficult when two categories
with significant results contain the same item.
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5.4 Implications for future research
There are many directions for future research both related to this set of data and
data from other American Mathematics Competition contests. First, other statistical
techniques could be applied to this data to identify gender differences in performance.
Second, the American Mathematics Competitions include the AMC 10 and AMC 12,
in addition to the AMC 8. Results from these contests could also be examined for
gender differences. Finally, the focus has been on answering items correctly, yet
gender differences among incorrect answers could be explored.
Many statistical methods are available for identifying differential item functioning
which can identify both uniform and nonuniform DIF. One such possibility is a modi-
fied Mantel-Haenszel procedure (Mazor et al., 1994) which has been shown to identify
items with nonuniform DIF better than the procedure used in this study. Penfield
(2003) has developed a method that combines the Mantel-Haenszel procedure with a
Breslow-Day statistic. Other methods such as logistic regression (Swaminathan and
Rogers, 1990) or item response theory techniques (Thissen et al., 1993) could also be
used.
For the subtest analyses, aside from the computations of impact within a classifi-
cation category, the other analyses were more subjective and less statistical. Analysis
of covariance could be used to compare gender groups with ability as a covariate.
Differential bundle functioning, as described in the literature review, could be used
to identify gender differences within particular content areas.
Overall, few gender differences were found on the AMC 8, and those that were
found were rather small by ETS standards. The percentages of females participating
each year are close to 50%. On the other hand, there are very few females who become
members of the United States team which participates in the IMO. This suggests that
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something occurs between 8th and 12th grade. Also, meta-analysis studies (Hyde
et al., 1990) suggest that gender differences are minor in elementary grades but they
are more prevelant in high school. For these two reasons, further research should be
done with older students who participate in mathematics competitions. The analyses
applied to the AMC 8 contest could also be applied to the AMC 10 and AMC 12
contests.
On the AMC 8 contests, no points are given for incorrect answers, which suggests
that the particular wrong answer chosen is insignificant next to the selection of a
wrong answer. Marshall (1983) claims that differences in proportion correct can
obscure differences in proportions of males or females choosing particular distractors.
Marshall (1983), using a scheme developed by Radatz (1979), and Green et al. (1989),
analyzing differential distractor functioning, describe methods of examining gender
differences in choice of distractors.
5.5 Overall significance of the study
The results of this study have both theoretical and practical significance. As described
earlier, there are few studies which examine gender differences in mathematics com-
petitions, so this study addresses a deficiency in the literature. By ETS standards,
there were only two items with a significant relationship between gender and choosing
a correct answer. These are favorable theoretical results.
The results also have practical significance. The substantive analysis provides a
blueprint for the types of problems which typically appear on AMC 8 contents, and
the subtest analyses indicate where males or females typically struggle. These results
can be used to develop preparation methods to help males and female be successful
on future AMC contests.
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These practical applications can motivate further study since the answers found
regarding gender differences in answering an item correct on the AMC 8 can lead
to using other statistical methods for identifying gender differences and to questions
about gender differences in differential bundle functioning and differential distractor
functioning. These methods and questions can be applied to both the AMC 8 and
other AMC contests, for, as Thorstein Veblen states: “The outcome of any serious




Table A.1 (after (Dorans and Holland, 1993)) illustrates Simpson’s Paradox.
Table A.1: Summary of the Performance of Two Hypothetical Groups on an Imagi-
nary Item
Ability Group A Group B
N Nc Nc/N N Nc Nc/N
Low 400 40 .10 1000 200 .20
Medium 1000 500 .50 1000 600 .60
High 1000 900 .90 400 400 1.00
2400 1400 .60 2400 1200 .50
The first three columns relate to Group A while the last three columns relate to Group
B. The first three rows correspond to three different ability levels, and the fourth row
is the sum. The symbols, N,Nc, and Nc/N represent the number of people at each
ability level, the number who answered the item correctly, and the proportion who
answered the item correctly, respectively.
In Group A, 60% of the people answered the item correctly while in Group B,
50% of the people answered the item correctly. Then the impact on this item is
.6 − .5 = .1 in favor of Group A. Yet, at each ability level, Group B outperformed
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Group A on this item by 0.1. The different results from impact and DIF are due
to the unequal distributions of ability for the two groups. According to Dorans and
Holland, the “imaginary item actually disadvantages Group A, but because Group A
is more able than Group B, the overall impact suggests that the item favors Group B”




These steps are modified from Rosner (2000).
To assess the association between two dichotomous variables (such as gender and
right-wrong response to a test item) after controlling for one or more confounding
variables (such as ability), use the following procedure:
Table B.1: Relationship of Gender to Item Response in the ith Stratum.
Item Score
Right Wrong Total
Male ai bi ai + bi
Female ci di ci + di
ai + ci bi + di ni
1. Form k strata, based on the level of the confounding variable(s), and construct
a 2 × 2 table relating the two dichotomous variables within each stratum, as
shown in Table B.1.
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(ai + b− i)(ai + ci)
ni







(ai + bi)(ci + di)(ai + ci)(bi + di)
n2i (ni − 1)
5. The test statistic is then given by
X2MH =
(|O −E| − 0.5)2
V
6. For a two-sided test with significance level α,
if X2MH > χ
2
1,1−α then reject H0.
If X2MH ≤ χ
2
1,1−α then accept H0.
7. The exact p-value for this test is given by p = Pr(χ2
2
> X2MH).
8. Use this test only if the variance V ≥ 5.
9. Which row or column is designated as first is arbitrary. The test statistic X2MH




Gierl et al. modified taxonomy
The Modified Gallaher et al. (2000) Taxonomy Outlining the Content and Cognitive
Skills Expected to Produce Gender Differences in Mathematics
A. Knowledge and Skills Favoring Males
1. Item Context Favoring Males: Solving the problem requires material more likely
to be familiar to males (e.g., items requiring knowledge about traditionally male
activitites such as reacing cars or playing football).
2. Shortcults/Multiple solution paths
a) Multiple solution paths, meaning more than one solution path leads to a
correct answer. The uqick solution may be imaginative or insightful (but
does not require drawing a picture).
b) Test-taking skills can contribute to the faster or more accurate solution.
c) The context looks like a familiar one, but the solution is not one that is
generally associated with the context.
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3. Spatial
a) Requires the conversion of a word problem to a spatial representation (i.e.,
generation of spatial format). Spatial representation is an important part
of the problem.
b) Requries using a given spatial representation (e.g., convert it to a mathe-
matical expression or extract information to be used in solving a problem).
Spatial representation is an important part of the problem.
c) Requires the transformation of information presented in a spatial format
to a different spatial format (e.g., a given parabola has to be modified
according to some rules). The change has to be produced.
d) Spatial information must be maintained in “working memory” while other
spatial information is being transformed (e.g., maintain a particular shape
in working memory so that it can be compared with a transformed shape).
Working memory refers to the information we activate and use when solv-
ing problems. Working memory can become overloaded, resulting in errors,
when there simply are too many pieces of information to keep track of si-
multaneously. Also, information can be lost from working memory over
time.
e) Multiple solution paths, meaning more than one solution path leads to a
correct answer. One or more of the likely solutions involves drawing or
using a picture.
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B. Knowledge and Skills Favoring Females
1. Item Context Favoring Females: Solving the problem requires material more
likely to be familiar to females (e.g., items requiring knowledge about traditi-
noally female activities such as the cost of family care or interpersonal relation-
ships).
2. Verbal:
a) Requries the conversion of a owrd problem to an algebraic expression.
These items require the conversino only. This category does not include
items where a mathematical expression is generated as a step in arriving
at a solution to the problem.
b) Verbal information must be maintained in working memory while addi-
tional information is being processes; primarily used for items with heavy
verbal load.
c) Reading math (e.g., using a newly defined function or understanding the
properties of an algebraic expression).
3. Application of Routine Mathematical Solutions to New, Unfamiliar Situations
a) Requires labeling the problem as a specific type of problem solving and/or
retrieving a formula or routine that should be known from memory, but is
not immediately apparent.
b) The problem is multi-step and requires accuracy adn a systematic ap-
proach. For example, two successive calculations must be done and the
second calculation uses information from the first calculation in a new,
unfamiliar situation.
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4. Application of Routine Mathematical Solutions to Familiar Situations
a) The context is a familiar one, frequently seen in mathematics course work;
the solution path is one that is generally associated with the context.
b) The problem is multi-step and requires accuracy and a systematic ap-
proach. For example, two successive calculations must be done and the
second calculation uses information from the first calculation but in a fa-
miliar situation.
5. Memorization: Recall of definitions, terms, formulas, and mathematical facts
necessary to solve the problem. For example, the item requires the examinee to
know the properties of an arithmetic sequence, the eccentricity of a parabola,
the radius of a circle, or the properties of conics
6. Symbolic Processes:
a) Solution requires pure algebraic manipulation or calculation
b) Questions where two mathematical expressions or quantities must be com-




Harnisch et al. attributes
Revised Description of Attributes
Adapted from D. Harnisch, K.K. Tatsuoka, and J.L. Wilkins. Reporting Math Profi-
ciencies Based on New SAT-M Items. Paper presented at the November 1995 Amer-
ican Evaluation Association Meet, Vancouver, Canada. Included in (citation)
1. Deals with odd and even integers, prime numbers, factors, rational numbers,
ordering, ratios, percentages, place value, powers, roots, and averages.
2. Deals with variables (addition and subtraction only), linear equations, linear
algebraic expressions, signed numbers, absolute values, and irrational numbers.
3. Deals with higher degree algebraic expressions, functions, sets, simple probabil-
ity, combinatorics, modes and medians, and exponents with variables.
4. Deals with perimeter, area, and volume for triangles, circles, rectangles, and
other geometric objects. In analytic geometry, deals with points and lines in
relation to a coordinate system.
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5. Translates word problems into arithmetic and algebraic expression(s). Identifies
implicit variables and relations. Deals with real-world problems and real-world
experiences.
6. Restructures problems into solvable forms. Chooses better, simpler, or quicker
strategies to solve problems. Chooses from rules, properties, and theorems the
better, simpler, or quickest one to use.
7. Recalls and interprets knowledge based on definitions, properties, or relations
from arithmetic, algebra, and geometry. Performs computations in arithmetic,
geometry, signed numbers, absolute values, medians, and modes.
8. Applies mathematical rules and properties to solve equations (simultaneous);
derives, factors, and computes algebraic expressions.
9. Skill with calculator. Conducts complicated algebraic operations.
10. Applies higher mental processes to solve problems. Sorts problems into implicit
component parts and restructures them to make the problem solvable.
11. Works with figures, tables, and graphs.
12. Generates figures or tables for problem solving.
13. Understands the properties of the right triangle.
14. Takes advantage of the form of the test items and other test-taking methods
without solving the problem in the manner intended by the item writer. Solves
a task by working backward from the multiple-choice options.
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15. Works with problems having several steps (explicit or implicit). Establishes
subgoals of the problem; orders, prioritizes, and executes the subgoals in a
step-by-step fashion.
16. Comprehends sentences with the negation, ”at least” comparison, ”must be,”
”could be,” and with relations of increasing and decreasing.
17. Keeps track of what a question is asking, paying attention to detail. Iden-
tifies constraints. Follows verbally written instructions; reads complex, long
sentences.
18. Translates verbal expressions into mathematical expressions where variable term(s),
constant(s), and needed operation(s) are readily apparent.
19. Applies the relations between the functions of trigonometric and angles and the
functions of trigonometry.




Items with Gender DIF
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1. Jamie counted the number of edges of a cube, Jimmy counted the number of
corners, and Judy counted the number of faces. They then added the three numbers.
What was the resulting sum?
(A) 12 (B) 16 (C) 20 (D) 22 (E) 26
3. A burger at Ricky C’s weighs 120 grams, of which 30 grams are filler. What
percent of the burger is not filler?
(A) 60% (B) 65% (C) 70% (D) 75% (E) 90%
7. Blake and Jenny each took four 100-point tests. Blake averaged 78 on the four
tests. Jenny scored 10 points higher than Blake on the first test, 10 points lower than
him on the second test, and 20 points higher on both the third and fourth tests. What
is the difference between Jenny’s average and Blake’s average on these four tests?
(A) 10 (B) 15 (C) 20 (D) 25 (E) 40
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15. A figure is constructed from unit cubes. Each cube shares at
least one face with another cube. What is the minimum number
of cubes needed to build a figure with the front and side views
shown?
(A) 3 (B) 4 (C) 5 (D) 6 (E) 7
2004 AMC 8
1. On a map, a 12-centimeter length represents 72 kilometers. How many kilometers
does a 17-centimeter length represent?
(A) 6 (B) 102 (C) 204 (D) 864 (E) 1224
6. After Sally takes 20 shots, she has made 55% of her shots. After she takes 5 more
shots, she raises her percentage to 56%. How many of the last 5 shots did she make?
(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 3 (D) 4 (E) 5
9. The average of the five numbers in a list is 54. The average of the first two numbers
is 48. What is the average of the last three numbers?
(A) 55 (B) 56 (C) 57 (D) 58 (E) 59
16. Two 600 ml pitchers contain orange juice. One pitcher is 1
3
full and the other
pitcher is 2
5
full. Water is added to fill each pitcher completely, then both pitchers are


















23. Tess runs counterclockwise around rectangular block JKLM . She lives at corner




































5. Soda is sold in packs of 6, 12 and 24 cans. What is the minimum number of packs
needed to buy exactly 90 cans of soda?
(A) 4 (B) 5 (C) 6 (D) 8 (E) 15
6. Suppose d is a digit. For how many values of d is 2.00d5 > 2.005?
(A) 0 (B) 4 (C) 5 (D) 6 (E) 10
7. Bill walks 1
2
mile south, then 3
4
mile east, and finally 1
2
mile south. How many
miles is he, in a direct line, from his starting point?








10. Joe had walked half way from home to school when he realized he was late. He
ran the rest of the way to school. He ran 3 times as fast as he walked. Joe took 6
minutes to walk half way to school. How many minutes did it take Joe to get from
home to school?
(A) 7 (B) 7.3 (C) 7.7 (D) 8 (E) 8.3
11. The sales tax rate in Bergville is 6%. During a sale at the Bergville Coat Closet,
the price of a coat is discounted 20% from its $90.00 price. Two clerks, Jack and Jill,
calculate the bill independently. Jack rings up $90.00 and adds 6% sales tax, then
subtracts 20% from this total. Jill rings up $90.00, subtracts 20% of the price, then
adds 6% of the discounted price for sales tax. What is Jack’s total minus Jill’s total?
(A) −$1.06 (B) −$0.53 (C) $0 (D) $0.53 (E) $1.06
14. The Little Twelve Basketball Conference has two divisions, with six teams in
each division. Each team plays each of the other teams in its own division twice and
every team in the other division once. How many conference games are scheduled?
(A) 80 (B) 96 (C) 100 (D) 108 (E) 192
16. A five-legged Martian has a drawer full of socks, each of which is red, white or
blue, and there are at least five socks of each color. The Martian pulls out one sock at
a time without looking. How many socks must the Martian remove from the drawer
to be certain there will be 5 socks of the same color?
(A) 6 (B) 9 (C) 12 (D) 13 (E) 15
96
17. The results of a cross-country team’s training run are graphed below. Which








(A) Angela (B) Briana (C) Carla (D) Debra (E) Evelyn





(A) 180 (B) 188 (C) 196 (D) 200 (E) 204
2006 AMC 8
1. Mindy made three purchases for $1.98, $5.04 and $9.89. What was her total, to
the nearest dollar?
(A) $10 (B) $15 (C) $16 (D) $17 (E) $18
3. Elisa swims laps in the pool. When she first started, she completed 10 laps in 25
minutes. Now she can finish 12 laps in 24 minutes. By how many minutes has she





(C) 1 (D) 2 (E) 3
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6. The average cost of a long-distance call in the USA in 1985 was 41 cents per minute,
and the average cost of a long-distance call in the USA in 2005 was 7 cents per minute.
Find the approximate percent decrease in the cost per minute of a long-distance call.
(A) 7 (B) 17 (C) 34 (D) 41 (E) 80
7. The average age of 5 people in a room is 30 years. An 18-year-old person leaves
the room. What is the average age of the four remaining people?
(A) 25 (B) 26 (C) 29 (D) 33 (E) 36
9. To complete the grid below, each of the digits 1 through 4 must occur once in






(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 3 (D) 4 (E) cannot be determined
17. A mixture of 30 liters of paint is 25% red tint, 30% yellow tint and 45% water.
Five liters of yellow tint are added to the original mixture. What is the percent of
yellow tint in the new mixture?
(A) 25 (B) 35 (C) 40 (D) 45 (E) 50
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